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more

loaves to every

sack—

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas-

try—

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive
value.
—

Now 1 try to prevent, as we who have
had experience with the calf disease are
peifectly willing to take the ounce of
prevention rather than have to depend
upou tubs full of cures.
1 want to say further in passing from
this aspect of the calf that in estimating
1 have produced
the kiud of cow
without fussing, 1 probably know only
the kind of cow 1 have produced by
these methods, and do not know how
much better one 1 might have had if 1
had been somewhat more "fussy," particularly watchful and generous in the
building of her. The element of chance
is an unwise outcross in the pedigree of
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fa
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-

any cow.
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The cow is uot a
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and More of It
—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and

WALDO NASH.

MACHINE.

machine,

but

is

a

living, sensitive, depeudent individual,

Will those having a can or cans be- not to be considered, fashioned or used
longing to Oxford Co. Creamery or to by any iutiexible rule that any man,
Portland Creamery pleaee report to the however wise, may establish concerning
cream collector io their district or to the her.
Her natural teudency under careMaine.
Creamery at South Paris at once. We less management is to revert and not ad37 Weslen kit., Soott
of
cream
amount
a
are handling
heavy
When a wise owner takes a well
vance.
and are in need of every can belonging I bred heifer and develops her into a work
are
for
loaned
to us.
Cans
any purpose
of art as a beautiful, high producing
and
expected to be promptly returned,
cow, her usefulness is an expression
TKL.KPUO.liK: 37-ra.
M.
T.
Manager.
DAVIS,
ϋκβ
from her of the intelligent handiwork of
dieMedical and Surgical treatmeat of
;he man who regarded her as a potential
i
> »8»s
and accidenta of all domestic
life and not a machine.
Knew !
If Mothers
animale.
SELECTION OF TUE SIBE.
and
Special attention to Caatratini; of
Hence, 1 want my heifers well bred
By
Spayiug. Appointed agent for teatiog
from good cows—good at producing rich
attle and iioreee and vetermtry inspecNineteen-twentieths of the sickness of milk; strong in a vigorous constitution
tion work.
children have two causes constipation that has enabled them to consume prof<ollc«t
<· raduat·' of the I ultril
itai) y large quantifies of the products
and worms'
>ar(cou«, Waahm«(l«ii.
Veterinary
l!*-43
The danger of constipation is under- of my own fields. I want the sire or
l> C.
stood, but there are 50 different kind· of tires of the heifers to be so rich iu inΚ. W. ( ΗΛ^ϋΙ,ΚΚ,
herited excellences, brought down from
worms that may exist in the stomach and
bowels, and children are especially apt to dairy kings and queens, to be so prepohave them. Usually stomachand pin worms.
tent, so masculiue, that 1 have almost
Signs of normi are: Indigestion, with absolute assurance that my heifers, given liberal, sensible
care, will in their
a variable appetite; abnormal craving for
use.rnle/i IK Κ) ICS ami WINDOWS of nay
sweets; nausea and vomiting; swollen upper performance express the royalty of
vie at reasonable prtcca.
lip; sour tongue; offensive breath; haid and fulness which is their birthright.
The owuer of such a heifer would be
full belly with occasional gripings and
that birthpains about the navel; face at one time unwise if he would jeopardize
flushed, then pale and in a few cases the right by withholding the full feed by
Inelde 01
face takes on a dull leaden hue; eyes wbich only she can grow. In the calf,
If
want of any kind of Flnlah tor
Luro
w.>rk, »η·1 In your order#. Pine
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching nature gives us merely a life and tenden•*t
·tdnglea on band L'beap for Caah.
of the nose; itching of the rectum; short, cies; onward from those the cow is feed
cough; grinding of the teeth; little and care. Therefore, through all the
ani Job Work. dry
Pla ng,
red points sticking out on tongue-, starting days of the life of the calf and the heifduring sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened er there should be no periods of insuffi
Milehed l'lne Sheathing for Sale.
and irregular; body may be hot; and cient feed, no times of suspended develbe
often, in children, convulsions.
opment constitution must never
t:. IV.
Kid the child of worms and you will sacrificed to beauty. She should be an
animal of the constructive out-of-doors,
have a healthy, happy child.
full of red blood, warm with the sunNOTE—Dr. True s own prescription, shine, but sheltered always from such
Δ,. O. 3L^cLJy.l.
sold under the name of Dr. True's Elixir, exposure and hardships as reduce vital15 years expert Watch- is the best remedy in the world for worms. 11 y by drawing upon a constitutional
maker with Bigelow. 11 destroy s all worm life, expels worms from vigor that shall be the foundation of her
the
healthy again. mature mefillness.
Kennard iCo., Boston. the body and makes 50cchild
and $1 00.
All dealers, 35c,
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The heifer, having been kept growing,
will be old enough to be bred at about
fifteen months. Assuming that her sire
is tlie excellent animal he tihould be individually, and by inheritance possessin
mg the robust constitution desirable
all animals, and having proved his abilbis daughity to sire daughters of merit,
ters are bred to him for the purpose of
the good
all
of
fixation
fuither reliable
Of course,
tie embodies and represents.
is
iu such a plan of breeding a study
made of individuals; and the sire is ob-
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HILLS,
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Optician.

served to possess those superior qualities
desirable to perpetuate in the breed and
to have the power to transmit them.
If his offspring show any physical defects the daughter is not bred to her sire
but another male of similar blood lines,
if possible, is mated with the heifer.
There is no manner of doubt that violent outcrosses within the breed are often as destructive to both type and performance as a cross of breed; and, to my
mind, the fact that so many unsettled
breeders rush from pillar to post in

aft*
iiaeû0^i'-
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It is a well-known fact that the older
the animal and the greater the weight,
the greater is the cost of adding weight.
There is, therefore, a good deal of
doubt whether the big fat mature ox,
which weighs as much as it is possible·
to make tbe animal weigh represents as
much real profit as a much younger animal which weighs considerably less but
put on that weight at a great deal less
cost. The older animals will not bring
the highest prices, and the final finishing weight very likely costs as mnch as
it will bring over the younger and
emaller animals.
It is not yet determined that baby
beef is tbe most profitable beef to put
on the market, but tbe
tendency is in
that direction, and beef is going on the
market at a lower average age every year.
At the present time the most profitable, and perhaps the most important
part of the beef cattle raising business
in the State of Maine, is the breeding
and raising of pure-bred animals for
breeding purposes rather than for beef.
These are sold to those who wleh to
raise up a high grade of beef animale,
and this
either grade or pure-bred,
stock is finding a ready sale.
In spite of tbe pessimistic talk of a
good many people wbo seem to expect
?.
l:
,1
1.;_~
iuo wci«iio

w.wwu.u»,

of tbe country will be very seri-l
ouely injured if the tariff is taken off
live stock and live stock products, the
men who are making a success of their
business now are really not expecting to
go out of business iu the event of any
buav

···.·.«.

nées

unfavorable legislation. They are not
depending entirely upon the tariff to
mike a profit for them in the p'oluc-l
tion of those things which we get off the
farm for the sustenance of life.
Maine has some advantage· in this
direction, and there are some
tages in farming in Maine which may be
converted into good reasoos for beef
raising instead of any other kind of
farming. There are some sections of

disadvan-l

the state which are good farming sections but for the fact that they are long I
distances away from the railroads. In
many I
some of these sections a good
farmers at the present time are depending upon a few cattle for their important market crop. On a productive farm
located several miles from the railroad,
the raising of feed, which in turn assists in raising np beef whioh may be
seut to market oothe-hpof, would seem
to be a most advantageous way of marketing products. Why may not an averof this
age farmer carry on a business
kind to an extent that will count up
large at the end of the year ?
Instead of one or two or three paire af
oxen a year, sold at the age of three or
four years, why should not such a farmer have fifteen or twenty head of prime
beef for the market every year, weighing 1000 ponnds or more, that weight
put on when the animal is young and at
the lowest possible cost ? There are a
good many farms in Maine where this
kind of farming business could be made
more profitable than any other.—Mai ne
Parmer.
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NORWAY,

A good many head of beef cattle are
raised and sold every year, but at the
present time a good deal of it is of the
old-fasbioned kind. Old cows and bulls
which are past their usefulness are sold
off to get rid of them at whatever price
they will bring, and a good many fat
But until we
oxen are sold every year.
tbe plan
business on
carry on tbe
which brings the young beef animals up
at an early
to selling size and quality
age, they bave put on the maximum
amount of flesh possible at the minimum
cost, the business will not be on the

G. B. cuminings & Sons,

Farm

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

ing beef.

We have just received a car of the
William Tell Flour. This is made
from old wheat and is very nice. If
tried this Hour
you have not already
Horse Notes.
think it would be to your advantage breed outcrosses fully explains why
A stallion is valuable In proportion to
to do so.
breed improvement often appears so
slow, and accounts, along with poor the quantity of good produce he gets.
Order of
There is no use trying to breed valua-1
feeding and ignorant care, for the many
"registered scrubs" to be found in all ble stock if the sire is selected at haphazard.
breeds.
Long fasts followed by heavy feeds is
C'AUE OF TU Κ Ι'ΒΚΟΝΛΝΤ IIKIFKH.
a sure way to bring on colic and infla......
Maine
tban
more
Norway,
After the heifer is bred,
ination of the bowels.
She is
ever before, she must be fed.
The horse that is beiog fed to get into
is
she
taking
and
young and is growing,
condition should be fed a little at a time,
of
maternity.
on the exacting functions
but frequently.
To meet the growing and maternal deThe safest horses to breed are those
asand
Board for an aged lady.
must
digest
consume,
she
mands
that are the scarcest in market and
be
will
the
of
Now
i
similate abundantly.
Inquire
a good, round price.
we have bring
Selectmen of Paris. using the good constitution
While it is important with growing
worked to give her. Her feed must not
colte to maintain a steady growth from
only be abundant, but proper also. She
birth to maturity, there is less real need
G. H. PENLEY,
will never need a well balanced, easy ra- of feeding for
early maturity than with
There must be no

K. R. 6 per cent preferred stock.
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cent

preferred stock—Legal for Savings

BUSINESS, NOT A SIDE

Wagons,
Dump Carts,

and

Jobbing.

G. H.

==

PENLEY,

South Paria, Maine.

tion more tban now.
strawstack feeding at this time. There
meal
needs to be more than "corncob
conand corn fodder." True, she may
and
sume plenty of corn, in both silage
meal, but there mutt be liberal supplefeeds
ments of the more nitrogenous
also. Pasturage, if very luxuriant and
for a while; but
easy to get, may suffice
even pasture, with all the feeding value
and the
we accord it, is often illusive,
careful owner of this valuable heifer will
assure himself regarding Its sufficiency.
—W. F. McSparrao, in Tribune Parmer.

any other olaai of stock.
To develop a horse means to increase
his speed or his strength, as the case
may be, to strengthen the weak points
and to perfect the animal in any directions whatever by judicious handling

and careful conditioning.
The best remedy for soratcbes is prevention. Keep the feet and legs of the
horse clean. When they come in at
night, waah them clean and- rub them
dry. The latter is a* important as the
washing, aa allowing tbem to stand with
their feet and legs wet is injurions. A
little care as regards claanlioeas will
avoid much trouble and losa.
Bones should always be watered before feeding, and never immediately .after. It is more injurions to
and Is often the oause of eolio to allow
a horse to drink heavily on a full stomaeb of grain.—Horn and Hoof.
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young and chip{**r as you used to, give
SEVEN BAKES a fuir trial; it will purify your
blood, clear your system and brain, and
make life worth living. It is absolutely
harmless, is highly palatable, and will not
disturb the most delicate stomach.
For sale at druggists at 50 cents per
bottle. Don't fail to try it. Address
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made a present of every nice mnn In
H'.llsboro tts that lovely, distinguished,
strange girl who could have slipped

friends up und down the street to be
consoled about, "if you haven't got
nense enough to appreciate your present blissful condition somebody ought

through α bucket hoop If she had tried
hard. I had to sit there, listen to the

operate ou your mind."
1 wub tempted to say. "Why not my
fceart?" I was glad she didn't know
liow good that heart did feel under my
tucker when the boy brought that basket of tlsb from Judge Wade's fishing
trip Saturday. I have firmly deter-

to

watch her drink two
tall glasses of delicious tea full of
sugar and consume without fear three
of Judy'* puffy cakes, while I crumbed mine in secret over the banisters
md set half the glass of tea out of

presentations,

mined not to blush any more at the
man—at least

thought of that gorgeous
jutwardly.

"Don't you thiuk it is very—very
lonely to be a widow, Mrs. Johnson?"
I asked timidly to see What she would
say about Mr. Johnson, who is really
lovely. I think. lie gives me the gentlest understanding smile when lie
meets me on the street of late weeks.
You talk
"Lonely, lonely. Molly?
about the married state exactly like

paused

word about the fish, and Aunt Adeline
wouldn't. 1 almost loved Mrs. Johnson
when she bit off a thread viciously and
said "Humph!" as she rose to start the
tea party home.

old maid. Don't do It—it's foolish,
and you will get the lone notion really
fastened In your mind and let some
LEAF THIRD.
fool man find out that is how you
Billy'· Apology.
feel. Then it will be all over with you.
wOLLY. Moliy," he said with
I have only one regret, and It is that
η
perfect rapture of chucIf 1 ever should be a widow Mr. Johnlfiee lu hie voice. *%ow you
son wouldn't be here to see how quicklook Just as pretty as you
I turned Into an old maid, by the
do when you go to bed—all wblty all ly
of God." Mrs. Johnson sews by
You can kiss my kiss spot a grace
over.
the cloth with the needle,
assassinating
1
bear
while
you
hug
times
huudred
and
as she talked she was mending the
And
drees."
for that nice not black
sleeve of one of Mr. Johnson's shirts.
before any stern i>ereon could have
"I think an old maid Is just a woknees on the
on
was
1
us
my
stopped
man who has never been in love with
"kiss
the
from
till
grass kissiug my
I/>ts of them
a man who loves her.
spot" on the back of his neck, while he have been married for years." I said.
sumof
the
out
bugged all the starch
Just as innocently as the soft face of
mer before lust.
a pan of cream and went on darning
And Dr. John sat down on the bench
one of Billy's socks.
one of the
loud
out
t.nd
laughed
quick
"Well, be that as it may. they are
very few times I ever heard him do it
the blessed members of the women
did
but
I
He wus looking down at us,
she answered, looking at me
I was tribe,"
not laugh up Into his eyes.
"Now I have often told Mr.
sharply.
I felt it was safer to go on
hfraid.
But here we were interJohnson"—
the
for
kiss
present,
the
spot
kissing
rupted in what might have been the
anyway.
rehearsal of a glorious scrap by the
"Bill," he said, with bis voice dancappearance of Aunt Bettle Pollard,
ing. "that's the most effective apology and with her came a long. tall, lovely
I ever beard. You were sorry to some vision of a woman In the most wonderpoint."
ful close clingy dress and hat that you
Then sudileuly Billy stiffened right wanted to eat on sight.
I hated her
In
in my arms and looked me straight
Instantly with the most intense adorathe fuce and said in the doctor's own tion that made me want to lie down at
brisk tones, even with his cupid mouth her feet, and also made me feel like
set in the same straight line:
I had gained all the more than twenty
η
"I say I'm sorry, Molly, but d
"
pounds that I have slaved off me and
that man, and I'll git him yet!"
doubled them on again. I would have
What could liked to lead her that minute into Dr.
What could we say?
We didn't try. I busied my- John's office and Just to have looked at
we do?
the string on Billy's blouse him and said one word—"string bean!"
self lu

tying

untied in the bear hug,
that had
and the doctor suddenly discovered the
I saw him see it
letter on the bench.
without looking in his direction at all.
come

"And how many pounds are we nearer the string bean state of existence,
Mrs. Molly?" he asked me before 1 had
the blouse. In the nicest
finished

tying

voice in the world, fairly crackling
with friendship und good humor and
hateful things like that. Why I should
have wantitl him to huff over tliut letter is more thun I can say. But I did,

and he didn't.

"Over twenty, and most of the time
I am so hungry I could eat Aunt Adeline. I dream about Billy, fried with
cream gravy," I answejed as I kissed
thp back of the head that was

again

beginning to nod down against my
Long shadows lay across the
garden, and the white headed old snowball was signaling out of the dusk to

breast.

I'erklns down the wulk in α
minimis way. At best spring is jusi
the world's matchmaking old chaperon
I still sat
and ought to be watched.
on the grass, nnd I began to cuddle
Billy's bare knees In the skirt of my
at
dress so the chigres couldn't get
them.
"But. Mrs. Molly, isn't it worth it
iillV" asked the doctor as he bent over
toward us nnd looked down with someth..:g wonderful and kind in his eyes
that seeuicvl to rest on us like a beneit

Dorothy

ι·1 :ι

LEAK FOURTH.
Monument

T1HAT

poorer woman.
It is strange how spending a man's
money makes you feel more congenial
with him. and as I sat in the cars on
my way to the city early the next
morning I felt nearer to Mr. Carter

than I almost ever did, alive or dead.
After this I shall always appreciate
and admire him for the way he made
money, since, for the first time in my
life. I fully realized what it could buy.

Aunt Betty introduced her as Miss
Chester from Washington.
"Oh, my dear Mrs. Carter, how glad

I am to meet you!" she said as she
towered over me in a willowy way, and
her voice was lovely and cool almost
"I am the !>earer of so
to slimness.
that I am
ma,jiy gracious messages
anxious to deliver them safely to you.
Not sir weeks ago I left Alfred Bennett in Paris, and really—really his
greetings to you almost amounted tt
lie came down tc
steamer luggage.

And I bought things!
First I went to see Mme. Courtier
I had heard about her,
for corsets.
and I knew it meant a fortune. But
that didn't matter. She came in and
looked at me for about five minutes
without saying a word, and then she

her hands down and down over me
until I could feel the flesh Just crawling off me. It was delicious!
Then she and two girls In puffs and
rats came in and did things to a corset they laced on me that I can't even
ran

Cherbourg to see me off, and almost
the last thing he said to me was. 'Now

don't fail to see Mrs. Carter as soon as
you get to Illllsboro. and the more you
see of her the more you'll enjoy youi
Isn't he the
visit to Mrs. Pollard.'
She asked
most delightful of men?"
me the question, but she had the most
wonderful way of seeming to be talking to evervbody at one time, so Mrs.
Johnson pot in the first answer.
"Delightful, nothing! Hut ΛΙ Krn

write down, for I didn't understand
the process, but when I looked In that
long glass I almost dropped on the
floor. 1 wasn't tight and I wasn't stiff
and I looked—I'm too modest to write
how lovely I really looked to myself.
I was spellbound with delight.

Next I signed the cnecu ror mrue 01
those wonders with my head so In the
clouds I didn't know what I was doing. but I came to with a Jolt when
the prettiest girl began to get me Into
that black taffeta bag I had worn
down to the city. I must have shrunk
the whole remaining pounds I had felt
obliged to lose for Alfred and Ruth
Chester from the horror I felt when
I looked at myself. The girl was really sympathetic and said with a smile
that was true kindness: "Shall I call

nett is a wan of sense not to marry
any of the string of women I suppost
he's got following him," she said. .Mis·
Chester looked at her in a mild kind ol
wonder, but she went on murdering
Mr. Johnson's shirt sleeve with tin
needle without noticing the glance .··!
all.
f

a taxi for madame and have It take
her to Klein's? They have wonderful
gowns by Rene all ready to be tltted
at short notice. Really, madame's fljr
tire Is such that It commands a perfect costume now." Men do business
well, but when women enter the field

"You have been just as pluck.?
can be. and in only a little over
months you have grown as light
I think
footed and hearty as a boy.
nothing could be lovelier than you are
ri^lit now. but you can get off those
other few pounds if you want to. You
know, don't you. that 1 have known
how hard some of it was, and I haven't

they

how faithful a woman can bo across
then in this smaller thing!
Now give me Billy and you get your
apple and toast. Don't forget to take
I sat
your letter in out of the dew."
perfectly still and held Billy tighter in
my arms as I looked up at his father,

I wonder Just how old Judge Wade
is? I believe I will make up with Aunt
Adeline enough before I go to bed to
find out why he has never married.

Men are very strange people. They
•re like those horrible sums In algebra
that you think about and worry about
and cry about and try to get help from
other women about, and then, all of a
sudden X works itself ont Into perfectly good sense. Not that I thought
much about Mr. Carter, poor man!
When he wasn't right around I felt it
best to forget him as much as I conld,
but It seem β hard for other women to

geniuses at money extracting.

action.
I spent three days at the great Klein
store, only going to the hotel to sleep
nnd most of the time I forgot to eat.
Mme. Rene must have been Mme.
Courtier's twin sister in youth, ami
Mme. Telllers in the hat department
When
was the triplet to them both.
women have genius It breaks out all

years—and

And wouldn't it make any woman rage
to have a man pick out another man
for her to be faithful to when she
hadn't made any decision about it her
own self?

are

I felt myself already clothed perfectly
when that girl said my figure "commanded" a proper dress. Of course
Klein pays Mme. Courtier a commission for the customers she passes right
The one for me must have
on to him.
looked to her like a real estate trans-

been able to eat aa much αβ I usually
do thinking how hungry you are? But
isn't it all worth it? I think it is. Alfred Bennett is a very great man, and
it is right that he should have a very
lovely wife to go out into the world
with him. And as lovely as you are
I think it is wonderful of you to make
all this sacrifice to be still lovelier for
him. I am glad I can help you, and
it has taught me something to see how

his !>osy." With which I marched into the house and left him stonding with Billy in his arms. I hope
dumfounded. I didn't look back to see.
I always leave that man's presence so
mad I can never look back at him.

Troueteauf

sllmness. and it was more what she
might think of poor dumpy me than
what any man in Ilillsboro, Teun., or
Paris, France, could possibly feel on
the subject that hurt so hard. But
then, looking back on it, I am afraid
that jealousy sheds feathers every
night so you won't know him In the
morning, for something made me sit up
suddenly with a spark in my eyes and
reach out to the desk for my pencil and
check book. It took me more than an
hour to tigure it all up, but I went to
bed a happier, though in prosi»ects a

:!,s ··
1 u''

pick

or

night I. did

so many exercises that at last I sank exhausted in a chair in front
HHSSS!
SsflaB of my mirror and put my
head down on my arms and cried the
real tears you cry when nobody is looking. I felt terribly old and ugly and
dowdy and—widowed. It couldn't have
been jealousy, for I Just love that girl.
I want most awfully to hug her very

i'i lion

and then after I had thought as long
as 1 could stand it I spoke right out
at him as mad as hops, and I don't
to this minute know why.
"Nobody la the world ever doubted
that a woman could be faithful if she
had anything to be faithful to," I said
as I let him take Billy out of my arms
at last "Faithfulness is what a woman flowers, only it takes a man to

them like measles and they never
from it those women had the
But I know that old
confluent kind.
Rene really liked me, for when I blushed and asked her if they had a good
keauty doctor in the store she held up
over

recover

I Was

Spellbound

With Delight.

"Well, well, honey, I don't know
about that," said Aunt Bettle as she
fanned aud πχ-ked her great, big, darling, fat self in the strong rocker 1
always kept in the breezy angle of the

"Al le not old enough
to have proved himself entirely, and
from what I hear"—
She paused with a big, hearty smile
that she always wears when she begins to tcuse or matchmake, and she
does them both most of her time.
But at whom do you suppose she
looked? Not me! Miss Chester! Thai
1
was cold tub No. 2 for that day, and

porch for her.

didn't react as quickly as I might, but
when I did I was In the proper glow
all over. When I revived and saw the
lovely pale blush on her face I felt like
I was
a cabbage rose beside α teabud.
glad Aunt Adeline came out on the
porch Just then so I could go in and
tell Judy to bring out the Iced tea and
cakes. When I came from the kitchen
I stepped into my room and took out
one of Alfred's letters from the desk

drawer and opened it at random, as
you do the Bible when you want to
decide things, and put my linger down
on a line with my eyes shut. This was
what it was:
"—and all these years I have walked
the world, blindfolded to Its loveliness
with the black nees that came to me
when I found that you"—
I didn't read any more, but ehoved It
back in a hurry and went on ont on
the porch, comforted in a way, bat
feeling some more in eympathy with
Mrs. Johnson thrtn I bad before Aunt

Bettle and her guest from Washington had Interrupted our algebraic
demonstration on the man subject
Tou can't always be sure of the right
luswer to X in any proposition of life:

that is. a woman can't!
And, furthermore, I didn't like that
next hour much. Just as a sample of

life, for Instance. Aunt Bettle had got
her Joining together humor well started,
and right there before my face she

So I bnrrfed nnd stuffed the grayblue darling iu the top tray, lapped
old black taffeta around my wnist and
belted It In with a blnck belt off a new
green linen I had made for morning
walks down to the drug store on the
public square. I suppose. That is about
the only morning dissipation in Hills·
boro that I can think of, and it all deon whom you meet how much of

In the most regardless way. He's not
at all like other people.
The blood came back Into hie face,
and lie laughed as he gave me η little
shake that pushed me away from him.
"Don't you ever scare me like that
aguin child, or It might l>e serious," he
said in the Billy and me tone of voice
that I like some, only—
"I never will," I said in a burrv. "I
want you to ask me anything in the
world you want to and I'll always do

pends
dissipation it is.
The next thing that happens after
sight behind the wistaria vine.
you have done a noble deed is, you
It was bad enough to hear Aunt Beteither regard it as a reward of virtue
tie Just offer her Tom, who, If he is her
or as a punishment for having been
jwn son, is my favorite cousin, but I
foolish. I felt both ways when Judge
believe the worst minute I almost ever
Wade came down the car aisle, looking
the
on
she
when
was
began
faced
so much grander than any other man
AdeAunt
from
judge, for I could see
in sight that I don't see how they
line's shoulder beyond Miss Chester
stand him ever. At that minute the
bow she was enjoying that, and she
noble black taffeta 'deed felt foolish,
added another distinguished ancestor
but at the next minute I thanked my
to his pedigree every time Aunt Bettie
lucky stars for it.
for breath. I couldn't say a

an

Count the Cost-rNot one in 50 has any
accurate
conception of what his farm Is
Bull Calf for Sale.
doing in the way of financial returns.
Nice dark red calf, white faced, with This Is especially true among the 2.000,·
in forehead.
000 or more farmers who depend for
red spot
y
F. F. BARLOW,
their livelihood upon the dairy cow.
let you forget either your husband or
South Pari·. That there is good profit in the dairy bu31 32
theirs.
siness everybody knows, yet nearly
I know now that I really never got
an example of
has
of
the
Parmer·1
local
The
exchanges
community
every
inherited Union of Maine are building potato stor- any older than the poor, foolish, eightsome farmer who perhaps has
ui bmiufl·· th·
η
lost
a valuable farm and has eventually
hr*uri»nt (ruwth.
rVoMijf
agehouse·, or will soon start to build een years child that Aunt Adeline marKrrtr Tilt· to Beatore Or*H1
and everj dollar lie was worth through in Kingman, Brooks, Burnbam, Bridg- ried off "safe," all the time I was the
it
Color.
ToutWui
It·
to
Hair
PrvTvata botr fmlUuc.
his failure to make dairying operations ton and Winn. The Port Pairfield union "refuge" sort of wife. I would sit and
has one, Dexter baa rented one, and New listen while the other wives talked
pay.—F. L. P.
Sl-St
Sweden has rented two. These houaea οrer the men in utter bewilderment
a
mistake
Is
Feed Salt Separately—It
will make It possible for the onion· to
most times terror, then I would
to mix salt with the feed for any live
without delay, as atoek la needed and
•hip
a
take
must
given when
force myself to a little more forget*
«took so that they
and
roads
are
Impas*
high
price·
amount of grain. Various Individuals sable.
·,
ting, and poor Mr. Carter most have
But all
have different requirements in this resuffered the consequences.
Preeh water is best for chlokens, deand their own judgment Is better
spect
was a mild sort of exasperation
that
Κ
MOM
THI8
OWN
Ne. iW. WHY NOT
tban that of the feeder. Salt should al- spite the fact that they will drink dirty
street I· South Ρ·γ1>
to what a widow has to go through
Locate! on · beautiful
at band so that tbey can take as water even though yon have provided
Uiat I* J* H n>U with 1i youni t ways be
well I think
large lot of land
If possible keep tbem away with in the matter of—of,
on aanip md In bearing; »)
or as little of it as they desire, but the fresh.
tre*'·
much
thrifty apple
me connecting with rtable t0x1
to eat Η with their from the dirty water; It will spread dis- basing is about the beet name to
b«
not
compelled
room cottage bo
will
entire building· with all cot
ease.
feet; cellar under
«!▼· it
MO hen·. Buy it once an l food.
venlence· to keen
I Only Ι1.Λ00.
bill
rant
that
Be careful in feeding too maoh corn.
utc
"Molly Carter," said Mr*. Johnson
like to do is
chickens
Another
thing
1
Send for Catalogue.
Give variety. Add aome buckwheat, ι Ja«t day before yesterday, after the
to lay eggs in odd place· on the range,
âDd the "ke.-New York white dress-Judge Wade episode that
• in a barrel or a box.
Take » look
Pike Real
Globe
I Aunt Adeline bad gone to all the
MORWAY, ME.
around oooe In a while.

digestion,
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The more I comider tbe live stock sitpractical agricultural topic· uation in the State of Maine, the more
Correspondence
I» Mltclled.
Address all com m onlcatlon ■ ltevident It seems that there Is opportutended for this department to Hull D
as time
Hamhomd, Agricultural B<lltor Oxford Dem nity, which is going to be greater
ocrat. Pari·. Me.
progresses, for the raising of meat products in fairly large qnantities in thitt
New England State.
great
Care of the Dairy Heifer.
Tho dairy business is a large and an
important part of the live stock business
HEB USEFULNESS A3 A
COW DEPEND- of the state, and it is growing all tbe
time. From what I am able to observe
ENT ON TBKATMKNT FB0M BIBTH.
in regard to the breeding and raising of
boef producing cattle, it seem* to me
A correspondent writes me concern- (bat thin
part of the live stock business
ing my article in the Tribune Parmer of is increasing also. The increase is not
on
a
ami
10
the
of
cow,
April
making
put
so noticeable; it ie more difficult to
assures me that
I recommend entirely one's fin iter upou it, but the increasing
He interest in beef stock of pure blood i» a
too much fussiness with the calf.
says be allows the calf to suck the dam strong indication that farming sentiment
till the milk is tit for use; gets the calf is moving in that direc ion.
to drinking a lot of skim milk by the
Occasionally is to be found a farmer
and wbo has been in the dairy business or
time the calf is two weeks old,
raises his heifer calves into good, husk) who baa been keeping just a few of any
cow*.
This correspondent further sug old kind of cattle, wbo is putting in
geste that I say something about ham)· sumo beef animals. Some young farmlint; the heifer.
ers in different parts of the state arc
My early breeding operations were starting out to raise up beef herds.
the
lines
of
easiest
performance Maine breeding stock of tbe beef breeds
along
On one occasion I bought ten finely is improving all the time and gaining in
bred, registered, beautiful heifers with reputation and consequently in demand.
oalf, and 1 sat up nights to figure the All these things indicate a future ahead
big herd 1 would have when those heif- for the business of producing beef in
ers dropped me heifer calves that would
Maine.
With the breaking up of the big cattle
grow into splendid cows and give me
the
of
But with
female calves.
more
ranges of the west and the increase
c-iiveg came the scours, and before I the small farm beef business in that sec
learned bow I lost many beautifui regis- lion of the country, the opinion soems
tered calves that if grown to cows with to be gaining ground that really higbtheir arithmetical increase would have ciass b« ef Is best raised on the small
made me a cow king. 1 consulted emi- farm, raised up q-iickly and gotten to
nent veterinarian*, breeders, editors and the market in
prime condition without
doctors, but about all any of them then having ever been in anything but prime
could tell me was to use sub nitrate of condition from calfhood up. All this
b smutb—which, of course, didn't cure. helps us to believe that there is opporPBEVEN'TION BETTEK THAN CUKE
tunity in Maine for tbe business of mak-

or

as

»* ru.

f
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Possibilities of Maine Beef
PKOFITABLE AS A

"

you should suffer from heodarhes,
50 ceut bottle of SEVEN BAlkS of
your
druggùt. If you are run down and don't feel

Deatiet,
vi:tWAV.

,1

times,

JONISS.

H. r

AMONG THE FABMEB8.

from any disorder of the STOMACH, UVEK or
KIDNEYS, »>r if your bowels are inactive at
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IF Y6U ARE ILL
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her hands and âhuddered.

"Never, madame, never pour
Ravissante, charmante—It is to fool.
I
Nevalr! Jamais, jamais de la vie!"
had to calm her down, and she kissed
vous.

my hand when we parted.
I thought Klein was going to do the
same thing or worse when I signed
the check which would be good for a
house and lot and motorcar for him,
but he didn't. Only he got even with
me

delighted
perfectly satis-

by saying. "And I

am

that the trousseau is
factory to you. Mrs. Carter."
That was an awful shock and I hope
I didn't show It as I murmured, "Perfectly. thank you."
The word "trousseau" can be spoken
in a woman's presence for many
with no effect, but it is an awful
when she first really hears it.
funny all afternoon as I packed
trunks for the 5 o'clock train.

yenre

shock

I felt

those

to
Yes, the word "trousaeau" ought
alhave a definite surname after It
ways and that's why my loyalty dragged poor Mr. Carter out into the light
The thinking of
of my conscience.
him had a strange effect on me. I had
laid out the dream in dark gray blue
tailored almost beyond endur-

rajah,

the train and
ance, to wear home
had thrown the old black taffeta bag
hotel
across the chair to give to the
maid, but the decision of the session
between conscience and loyalty made
and
me pack the precious blue wonder
of re
put on once more the black rags
membrauce in α kind of .panic of reon

spect.

I would lots rather have«bought poor
been
Mr. Carter the monument I have
planning for months to keep up converweai
sation with Allot Adeline than
that dress again. I felt conscience rewith loyalty lookprove me once nuore
tb«
ing on in disapproval as I buttoned
old thing up for the last time, becaus<

s
I really ought to have stayed over
to buy that monument, but, to tell
the truth, I wanted to see Billy so des
»
perately that his "sleep place" abori
hav<
It
if
as
might
hurt
heart
my
prickly hçat brenk/out< at any mlaote

day

a

It."

"Well, let me take you home through
the garden then, and, yes, I believe I'll
stay to break α tnulBn with Mrs. HenDon't you want to tell me
derson.
what a little girl like you did in a big
city ind—ond read me part of that
London letter I saw the postman give

Judy this afternoon?"
Again I ask myself the question why
his friendliness to Alfred Bennett's letters always makes me so instantl?

It is nice to watch for a person to
catch sight of you if you feel sure how
he Is golnpr to take it, and somehow
in this case I felt sure. I was not disappointed. for his smile broke his face
his hat
up into a joy laujrh. Off came
instantly so I could catch a glimpse of
the fascinating frost over his temples,
and with a |>ositlve sluh of rapture he
subsided Into the seat beside me. I
turned with an echo smile all over me,
when suddenly his face became grave
and considerate, and he looked at me
as all the men in Ilillsboro have been
doing ever since poor Mr. Carter's

cross.

LEAF FIFTH.

Only

funeral.

"Mrs. Carter." he said very kindly,
in a voice that pitched me out of the
car window and left me a mile behind on the track, all by myself. "I
wish I had known of your sad errand
to town so I could have offered you
some assistance in your selection. \ou

know we have just had our lot iu the
cemetery dually arranged, and I found
the dealers in memorial stones very
confusing in their Ideas and designs.
Mrs. Henderson Just told my mother
of your absence from home last ni^ht.
and I could only come down to the city
for the day 011 important business or I
i
would have arranged to see you.

Old Song.

twelve If I get α good tired start. To
me stagger out of my perfectly
nice bed at β o'clock even· morning
now would wring the sternest heart
with compassion ond admiration at my
faithfulness—to whom?
Yes. it was the day ufter [>oor Mr.
Carter's funeral that Aunt Adeline
moved up here into my house and settled herself in the big south room
across the hall from mine. Her furniture weighs u ton each piece, and Aunt
Adeline Is not light herself in disposition. The next morning when I went
In to breakfast she sut in the "vacant

see

hope you found something that satis-

fled

an

LEKP is one of the most deundervalued
and
lightful
amusements known to the
human race. I have never
had enough yet, and every second of
time that I'm not busy with something
interesting I curl up on the bed and go
dream hunting—only I sleep too hard
to do much catching. But this torture
book found that out on me and stopi>ed
it the very lirst thing on page three.
The command is to sleep a* little as
possible to keep the nerves in η good
condition—"eight hours at the most
and seven would be better." What
earthly good would α seven hour nap
do me? I want ten hours to sleep and

you."

What's a woman K«lng to say when
she has a tombstone thrown in her
face like that? I didn't say anything,
but what I thought about Aunt Adeline tilled in a dreadful pause.
Perfectly dumb and quiet I sat for

chair" in a way that made me see
that she was obviously trying to All the
vacancy. I am sorry she worried herself about that. Anyway, it made me
take a resolve. After breakfast I went
Into the kitchen to speak to Judy.
"Judy." I said, looking past her

awful space of time and wondered
Could
was going to do.
a woman lie a monument into her suit
case? It was beyond me at that speaking, and the Molly that Is ready for
life quick didn't want to. I shut my
as I do
eyes, counted three to myself
when I go over iuto the cold tub. and
told him all about it. We both got 11
satisfactory reaction, and I never enJoyed myself so much as that before.
I understand now why Judge Wade

an

just what I

has had so many women martyr themover hiiu and live unhappily
ever afterward, as everybody says
Henrietta Mason is doing. He's a very
Inspiring man. and be fairly bristles
with fascinations. Some men are what
If
you call taking, and they take you
they want you. while others are drawing. and after you are drawn to them
will consider the question of
selves

they
taking you.

The judge is like that.
In the meantime it tingles me up to
a
very jrreat d»»^ree to have a man
use his eyes on me. as It is the priviwomankind to do. and I
of

lege

only

feel that It will be «ood for his ju lire

■·«amp ror me to iei mm in»»
1 may pet lui t.
least η little way.
but I shall sit least have an interest I-is
I started right then and
time of It.
got result» for he stopped under the
side
old lilac bush that leans over my
Old lilac
gate and kissed my hand.
over us.
shook a lauph of perfume all
at the
and I believe sipnaled the event
white clump
top of his bough to the
I'm
un the other side of the pardon.
In the flower
isn't
Adeline
Aunt
glad
Suppose she
fraternity or sorority.
had seen or heard!
And it didn't take me many minutes
lastto sill» Into old summer before
those
also for the last time inside of

at the snake I brunged youl"

"Say, Molly, look

head, "my health Is not very pood, and
to me in
you can bring my breakfast
bed after this." Poor Mr. Carter alon tLe stroke
ways wanted breakfast
of 7 and me at the same time, though
he rarely got me. Judy has two dead
husbands and she likes a ginger col
ored barber down town. Also her
mother Is our washerwoman and Influenced by Aunt Adeline. Judy uuderetande everything I nay to her. After
I had closed the door I heard a laugh
that sounded like a war whoop, and I
smiled to myself. But that was before
had bemy martyrdom to this book
gun. I got up now!
But the day after I came from the
1
city I lay In bed Just as long as
wanted to and Ignored the thought of
the exercises and deep breathing and

buttons—and run through the garden,
Hilly,' In u
my heart singing "Billy.
the
perfect rupture of tune. I ran past

cot aloffice door and found him in his
remost asleep, and we had a bear
union in the rocker by the window that
made us both breathless.
"What did you bring me. Molly?" he
finally kissed under my right ear.
and
"A real baseball and bat. lover,
a rake and a
an enplne with five curs,
that
spade and a hoe. two blowpuns
and soinethinp that
pop a new way
things.
squirts water and some other
him
Will that be enough?" I hupped
he is hanl
up anxiously, for sometimes
the
to please and I might not have got
verv thing he wanted.
"Thank you. Molly: all them things
is what 1 want, but you ouphter brunp
more'u that for three days not belnp

|

ever
here with me." Did any woman
that.' I
have a mon· lovely lover than
hn\e
don't know how long I should
Mm In the twilight If Dr. John's
hall In
voice hadn't come across the

'rocked

command.

nnd
"Put him down now, Mrs Molly,
and say other how do you does,"

come

he culled softly.
him I felt
It wa< a funny glad to see
where he was
ns I came into the otllce
standing over by the window looking
out at my garden In its twilight glow.
woman to lot
I think It is wrong for a
on the back
her imagination kiss η man
known for
of his neck even If she has
is a little drake
some time that there
like his
tall lock of hair there Just
hand and a
own son's. I gave him my
a blush
good deal more of a smile nnd
than I Intended.
the band:
He very far from kissed
to turn me
he held it Just long enough
me one
around into the light and give
over from head to foot.

long looking

"Just where does that corset press
in the tone of
you worst?" he asked
out your
voice he uses to say. "Poke
Tennessee
tongue." So much of my
that It
shoot)up blood rose to my face
but I was
drip,
dl-ln't
It
wonder
is a
cold enough to have hit at forty paces
Iron In my
If I had had a shooting
was the
hand As It was, the coldness
it to
missile that I had. but I used

the Icy, unsympathetic tub. 1 couldn't
take very much interest In the
lonely egg on the lonely slice of dry
toast I was thiukiiig about things.
IILllsboro is a very peculiar little

even

on the universe; even more peculiar than being like ι hen. It Is one
of the oldest towns In Tennessee, and
the moss on it is so thick thut It can't
bo scratched off except in spots. But
It has a lot of race horso mid distillery
money in it. and when It gets poked
it takes a gulp
up by anything unusual
of Its own alcoholic atmosphere and
2:06
runs away on Its own track at a
It
moss as It goes.

speck

gait, shedding

hasn't had a real Joy race for a long
I
time, and I felt that It needed It.
rolled over and laughed into my pillow.

[*o

bk
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FROZEN COAL MINES.
The Way They Manage to Reach Thsir
Fuel In Holland.
It was not until 1SS3, when Poetsch
invented the "freezing method," that

Holland's coal fluid* became of any

practical

value.
Where coal Is encountered Immedia
ately under the solid rock there is
stratum of drift sand that contains
of water. This con-

great quantities
dition of things made it practically

lmpofisible

to build the shafts.

The

freezing method, however, has sucsolved the problem, and Holcessfully
only
Inland now has a flourishing mining
some effect.
a friend, L)r.
"I am making a call on
dustry.
to
visit
be
Moore, and not a consultation
On tt > spot where the shaft Is to
looking Into his dug from twenty-five to thirty borings
my physician," I said,
seen him
sand
face as though I had never
■re made dowu through the drift

before.

he ex"I beg your pardon, Molly,"
was redder than
face
bis
And
claimed.
white with
mine, and then it went
that.
mortification. I couldn't stand

feet
to the solid rock in a circle live
larger in diameter than the projected
shaft Pipes are then sunk into these
bore boles, and through these Is circu-

a
lated by |)owerful freezing machines
be"Don't do that way." I exclaimed. chemical solution cooled down to
hold
low zero.
And before I knew it I had taken
of mine.
both
in
it
had
and
In this way the drift sand containing
hand
of hie
T
was shrunk or the water Is frozen as bard as a rock
"I know I look as if
to tell after the freezing machines haw been
laced, but I'm uot I was going
it and show it to you. working day and nteht for two months
you all about
In the right In this frozen cylinder of sand a shaft
I'm really Inches bigger
'controlled.' the Is then dim and lined from bottom to
and
Just-Just
place
the wrong place top with strong segments of cast irou
woman called it. In
And I of securely soldered together with lead.—
Please feel tue and see."
fered myself to him for examination Chicago News.
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FORBES,

I'ropritton.
A. B. Forbes.

Terms :—#1 JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.

Pari* Hill.
First Baptist Church, Bev. Q. W. F. HUI, pu·
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10.-49 A. M.
Sun· lay School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at Τ 36.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
AH
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

At a meeting of the board of director·
of the Parie Hill Country Club laat week

tbe following committee·

were

elected:

appreciated.

Those from the Bethel Eastern Star, Mann and Mr. and Mr·. H. R. Tnell, rewho attended the pionic at Bryant Pond, turned to Portland Saturday.
Mr·. Lottie Willi· and daughter Tbelhad a most delightful day.
been guests at C. E.
Superintendent of Schools Callahan ma and uncle haveSwift'·.
has arrived in Bethel and moved into Chaae'a and A. D.
Ten or fifteen member· of Granite
the Robertson house on Paradise Street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bowler and family Chapter, Ο. B. Star, went to Bryant
started Monday on an anto trip to New Pond Tuesday to attend the picnic.
Mr·. Hattle B. Lyon underwent a critYork, and will stop in Boston a few
ical operation Tueaday at the Central
days.
Bethel Inn entertained fifty guests at Maine General Hoapital, Lewieton. Mr·.
dinner Sunday. Already the new Inn Lyon ia doing well.
Carroll A. Bacon went to Ferry Beach
has become very popular with auto
in' the minstrel enparties, who find it an ideal place to rest Thursday to aaaiat
tertainment to be held there Friday
and dine.

Com.—Fred W. Shaw, Edward P.
Slap tee, 5. A. CummlngaMr. and Mrs. Wesley Woodbury startAll legal advertisements
Entertalnment Com.—Mrs. Clayton K. Brook·,
Advertisements:
ed for their home in Pottsville, Pa.,
Mm. 11. W. Lyon, Mrs. OUve Lunt.
are given three consecutive Insertions for #1.30
conHouse Com.—Mrs. George M. Atwood, Mrs. Thursday.
On their return trip they
per Inch In length οf column. Special
tracte m a· le with local, transient and yearly Chas. L. Case, Mrs. E. C. Koblnson.
will spend a week
upon nephews
advertiser».
Roderique Soule of South Freeport, a and nieces and old friends.
of
Job Fmnmso:—Hew type, faut ρ re wee, electric Dartmouth sophomore, wu the gue«t
Mr. and Mrs. Will Garey have purpower, experience·! workmen and low prices Raymond L. Atwood laat week.
chased the Arthur Stowell property at
combine to make this department of our busiA party of young men made np of the corner of Chapman and Mason
ness complete and popular.
Walter
Leonard, Streets. The location is fine, and when
Orland
Daniels,
Roderique Sonle and Raymond Atwood the house is finished they will have a
White most desirable residence.
the
over
Events.
a
took
walking trip
Coming
Mountain range last week, returning
Miss Nellie Burbank was called to
afternoon.
Lewiston Saturday by unfavorable news
Aug. 7-17—Empire Grove Camp Meeting, East Friday
'-The Pierces" gave a most pleasing from her niece, Edith Marsden. Friends
roland.
Water
entertainment at Academy Hall Thurs- are glad to hear that Miss Marsden is
Aug 12—Oxford Pomona Grange, South
fori.
evening. Their work as character again reported as improving.
Aug. 21—Reunion of Twenty-third Maine Reg- day
Mrs. George Goddard and little son
impersonators was versatile and artistic
iment, South farts.
and was enjoyed by a good audience. Herbert from Plymouth, Ν. H., are visitSept 1 4—Maine State Fair, Lewlston.
on convote
to
state
election,
Sept. S—Special
Prof. Pierce ia in charge of the School ing Mrs. Goddard's mother, Mrs. Harry
stltutlonal amendments.
of Oratory at the Ohio University, and Hastings. Mr. Goddard will join them
Sept. 9, 10,11—Oxford County Fair.
Fair,
Sept. 16, 17, IS—Androscoggin Va!ley
during tbe vacation season, which is later for a few weeks' vacation.
Canton.
John Preston True and daughter of
spent at their cottage on the Maine
Andover.
North
fair,
-Sept. il, 24—Oxford
are giving a few entertain- Bjston are spending a two weeks' vacaSept. tt>—Oct. 1, 2—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg» coast, they
to
visit
Maine
Dairymen
their
second
was
2-5—Annual
This
L)©c.
meeting
ments.
tion in Bethel.
Association, Lewlston.
Paris Hill and they fully maintained tbe
The Congregational Sunday School
excellent reputation made by their first will hold its annual picnic at the Birches,
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
West Bethel, Tuesday.
appearance here.
The great occasion of the summer will
The annual midsummer fair of the
Z. L. Merchant A Co.
be the annual fair of the Paris Hill Ladies' Club will be held in Garland
1'arls Trust Company.
A. W. Walker A Son.
Country Club to be held at tbe club Chapel Thursday afternoon and evening.
Abstract of Plaintiff's Writ.
house on Friday afternoon and evening,
Bids Wanted on School Transportation.
Weat Bethel.
August 29th. The committees are all
Bu-luess College.
Gray's
hard to provide an exceptional- "Summer decline* ami rosea have grown rare,
Notice.
working
But cottage crofts are gay with hollyhocks,
Why Is South I'arls Finn0
ly large and beautiful assortment of ar- And
In old garden walks you breathe an air
The Little Rtfles-Blg In Quality.
ticled for tbe tables. The sale will beFinal Clean Up on Summer Merchandise.
Fragrant of pinks and August smelling stocks.
August Clearance Sale.
gin at half past two o'clock. One of the The soul of the delicious mignonette
Floats on the wind and tempts the vagrant bees
special attractions will be a Japanese
From the pale purple spikes of lavender,
Town's Fourth Reader and Jedidiah Tea Room nnder tbe charge of Mr·.
Waking a fond regret
artiassistants.
able
with
Fancy
For dead July, whose children, the sweet peas,
Morse's .Name.
Lyon,
Are sipped by butterflies with wings astir."
candies and
I presume that the copy of Town'» cle*·, housekeeping goods,
refreshments will be on sale. The atFourth Reader which is spoken of in the
"The yellow goldenrod is dressed
traction of the evening will be a Pop
In gala-day attire;
Democrat of July 20 as being one of
Concert at which refreshments will be
The glowing red weed by the fence
"Some Interesting Old Books" owned
Shines like a crimson IIre;
musical
excellent
an
and
sold
proof
And from the hot field's farthest e ige
by David B. Woodbury is not a copy
rendered.
The cricket's soft refrain
the original edition. lias any reader of gramme
who is visitof
Boston
Charles
With mellow accent tells the tale
Long
that
original
the Democrat a copy of
That Aguust's here again."
scenes of his boyhood in Buckedition? I bave before me a copy of an ing tbe
son Fletcher Long, was
weather is better for the growing
with
his
The
field,
Sanborn
edition which was published by
on friends in Paris last week.
crops than for hay making.
and Carier, Portland, but which has no calling
New
Tork
A.U are hoping no killing frost will
Charles L. Case of
joined
date. It contains 406 pages, and was
home in this come before the last of September.
is not the origi- his family at their summer
It
in
1S47.
copyrighted
for tbe summer vacation.
Mrs. G. W. Harden has been quite ill
nal edition, however, for at the head of village
Percival J. Parris of Philadelphia ar- during the past week.
the title page is "Revised edition," and
rived here Saturday on his annual visit
George Rolfe and Robert Edwards are
the preface speaks of the edition as
to bis mother,
Mrs. Colnmbia Parris, working in the mill in Hastings.
being a new one. The volume has no now in ber one-bundredth
year, and
George Richardson has moved from
other preface than the one for that new
other relatives.
Flat Street to N. R. Springer's "Beeedition. I also have before me a copy
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett started hive."
of that reader of an edition which was
for a visit to their aoo, A. Guy
Mrs. S. Irving French of Bethel Hill
opvrighted in 1S61, and which was pub- Sunday
at Point Anne, Ontario.
visited Mrs. L D. Grover Sunday.
lished in New York in 1873 by Albert Bennett,
Miss Frances Perham of Washington,
W. D. Mills visited his son Harry and
Mason. Near the bottom of the titleD. C., is the guest of friends at Paris family in Gorham, X. H., Sunday.
page is "Revised and Improved Edition,"
Percy and Joseph Mitchell visited
and the volume contains 40$ pages. Hill.
U. Hiram Heald made a business trip their uncle, L. D. Grover, Thursday.
The preface says: "The author has no
to Boston last week.
Albert R. Mtins of Los Angeles, Cal.,
apology to offer for presenting this reGuests at O. A. Maiim's are Prof. was in town last week, and his old
vised edition of his Fourth Reader."
Mrs.
Maxim and friends were glad to meet him again
the above-mentioned Maynard Maxim,
The preface of
Helen and Marion after his long absence from Maine.
Portland edition is the same as that of daughters Metalena,
and Mrs. Frank
It is a pleasant sight to tillers of the
this New York edition, except that, in- of Newtonville, Mass.,
Me.
soil to see the "green things growing"
stead of the words "Fourth Reader" in Adams of Litcbfield,
The annual meeting of tbe Library after the drouth and dust.
the passage just quoted from the preface
at Hamlin
will be held
Miss Ada Farwell, who works for the
of the New York edition, the preface of Association
on Wednesday, Aug. 13, Whitten Λ Dennison Post Card Co. in
the Portland edition has the words "for- Memorial Hall,
deie
A good attendance
it 3 «'clock.
Auburn, Ind., is enjoying a vacation and
mer Thlid Reader with its present title,"
Mrs.
rent with her parents, Mr. and
which change in the preface of the New sired.
In addition to the Monday afternoon Edgar Farwell.
York edition would seem to indicate
the
It is currently reported that English
that the preface of the Portland edition and Wednesday evening openings,
will be open through August sparrows are being poisoned in large
blundered in speaking of that edition as library
Saturday evenings from 7:30 to 9 o'clock. numbers by eating brown-tail moths, so
a revised edition of the Third Reader.
Mrs. Elmer Cummings wishes to thank one pest destroys another.
The Democrat's article emphasizes the
for their kind notes, visits
fact of its avoidance of the blunder of ber friends
East Sumner.
dun HUWOiO UU&lUg un A CV.UUI IIIUV9Q·
spelling Town's name with an e, but it
and enjoyable
Another successful
The Congregational church at Eaat
falls into an error In spelling another
event took place at the Country Club Sumner was filled on Sunday forenoon,
person's name. I refer to Jedidiah
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Jackson
Aug 3, with an eager throng to listen to
Morse, whose forename the Democrat's Saturday.
tea Saturday afternoon the able, impressive address on "Gettysarticle erroneously spells "Jedediah." Thayer gave tbe
Robinson.
tbe guests took part in a subscrip- burg," by Winfield Scott
It is extremely rare that Morse's fore- and
tion bridge. A large number enj îyed Mr. Robinson's ability as an interesting
name is correctly spelled, so that, in era
court
the
tennis
the
crowd
and
On
the occasion.
speaker is well known,
roneously spelling it "Jedediah," the
tournament was played tbat took the came expecting a graphic account of the
Democrat but does what almost everywhole day and was won by Henry Shaw great battle and they were not by aoy
body else does. I suppose that this and Miss
Miry Case in the finals. Tbe means disappointed. It was a masterly,
error in the spelling of that forename of
winners were presented with prizes. eloquent address by one who participatMorse's is accounted for by the fact that
tournament was a fol- ed in the battle and from bis position
"Jedidiah" is a very unusual method of The score of the
lows:
bad exceptional opportunity to wituese
spelling the name. Mr. Morse's name, Orland DanleU and Hazel
Harper woo from the fatal charge of Pickett's division at
however, was Jedidiah Morse, not Jede- Geo. I.unt an<l Catherine Robinson,
7-9.
6-3,
3-6,
Mr. R>binson
'•Little Round Top."
diah Morse, and, if the copy of his
Rolerlque Soule and Josephine Cole woo
his address with the delivery of
geography which Mr. Woodbury owns 6from«3.Raymond Atwood and sally Lawrence, closed
an excellent poem, the whole effort one
4.
has "Jedediah Morse" on its title-page,
Henry Shaw an-1 Mary Caee won from New- of the speaker's best. Ernest Stetson,
it is a blunder, and I think that the book tin Cutiimlnga and Gertrude True. 6-2, 6 4.
as a solo, "Tenting on
Orland Daniel» and Hazel Harper won from the organist, sang
would command a fancy price on acKoderl>tue Soule and Josephine Cole, 6-2, 2-6, the Old Camp Ground," in a fine manObserver.
count of the blunder.
119.
ner, and also with Miss Wiunifred RobHenry Sh*w and Mary Case won from Orland inson rendered a duet with
Maine News Notes.
good efDaniel* and Hazel Harper, 6-4, 4-ti, 8-6.
fect. The whole service was intensely
Xezt Friday and Saturday a mixed fourinteresting and pleasing. The large ausome golf tournament will be played.
dience included visitors from Paris Hill,
Bath is likely to build two of tbe six
The tea at the club house will be given
torpedo boat destroyers for which bide by Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. True Satur- South Paris, Buckfield, Hartford and
Canton.
were opened at Washington last week.
day afternoon.
It was a happy, lively party of the
Miss Hazel Harper of Berlin, Mass., is
Three men escaped Friday from the
scholars of forty years ago that met in
Kooz County jail by the sawing of the the guest of Miss Robinson and Miss
reunion at the residence of Mrs. Ella
bars on a cell occupied by one of them True.
Heald on Saturday afternoon, Aug. 2d.
The Baptist church will be closed next
who is charged with burglary.
Memories of school girl pranks and
a
and
wife
the
taking
pastor
Sunday,
frolics were revived, and talk and laughAgain the state pacing record for half- short vacation to Sedgwick, Maine.
Mrs.
ter was the dominant feature.
mile track went down on Wednesday,
arrivals at tbe Hubbard House:
Recent
when Earl, Jr., who a week earlier bad
Heald, the hostess, served a tasty supD. Coffin, Miss M. L.Coffin, New York
S.
M».
and the event was one of intense deset the mark at Lewiston at *2:08, reHear Admiral Δ. U. Speyer», U S. Navy New per
Those attending were: Mre.
duced It to 2:063 4 on the track at Ban- York.
light.
Fred S. Walker. Belfast.
Emma (Robinson) Park, South Paris,
gor.
Mre W. E. Lawrence, MIm Sally Ward Law
Mrs. Lizzie Robinson and daughter LauWith an historical pageant the town of rence. Sew Orleaus. La.
Mr. and Mr*. F. B. A Word, M 1m Alvoid, Or- ra of Arlington Heights, Mass., Mrs.
Machias in a three-days' celebration last
N.J.
ange,
Flora (Cary) Parks and daughter Lillian
week observed the 150th anniversary of
Mr. and Mr·. F. G. Blgclow, Cleveland, Ohio.
of Boston, Mrs. Minnie (Bisbee) Osgood
C. F. Smith, Fall Klver, Maea.
It· permanent settlement. In 1733 RichMr. an<l Mre. J. M. Llbby, Mr. and Mre. J. of Rumford Falls, Mrs. Addie (Robinson)
ard Vines established a trading post A. Merrill. Mrs. A. H. Earle, D. Needham, MeKeene, Hartford, Mrs. Nellie (Cary)
there.
chanic Falls.
Ricker, Mrs. Moriah (Barrows) Goes,
of
and
Miss
Nortbcott
Hixon
Miss
Auburn
of
Miss Annie Louise Jordan
Miss Julia Barrows, Mrs. Ella (RobinHeald and daughter Amy and
committed suicide late Friday night or Portland are guests at Elmhurst.
son)
Miss Hattie Hooper of Boston le a
Beryl. It was decided to
early Saturday morning by hanging in
granddaughter
her room. She had been more or less guest at William Hooper's.
hold a reunion another year, so delighted
Mr· Fred Shaw returned Saturday were the
despondent at times for several weeks.
guests. The best time of my
from a visit to her parents in Gardiner. life, said one.
She was 54 years of age.
There will be a dance at Academy
Ezra Keene and wife were at South
As the result of the explosion of an Hall, Paris Hill, Friday evening, Aug.
Paris Tuesday.
extractor in the laundry of tbe Bangor 15, admission 2ûc each. All cordially
Robert M. Eastman and family, comSteam Laundry Co. recently, Miss Clara invited. Music by four piece orchestra.
ing all the way from Chicago by their
Costigan, aged 25, of Bangor, was inlarge touring car, called on W. H. EastNorway Lake.
stantly killed and a number of others inman recently.
jured, although not seriously.
Ou account of illness Donald Partridge
Mr*. Ella Heald is stopping for a few
from
Ν.
has
St.
home
come
Andrews,
B.,
a
farmer,
Samuel Adams of Bowdoin,
days at Old Orchard with her sister,
he
was at work.
where
that
at
small
stream
in
a
dead
was found
Mrs. A. D. Park, South Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Murcb and their
James A. Barrows, who has been in
place Monday. Adams, who had been
spending the vicinity a few weeks, returned to
despondent for some time over his poor boys, Clayton and Stanley, areMrs.
W. S.
Norfolk Downs, Mass., on Monday. His
health, left tbe house and told the peo- a few days with her mother,
Murch is taking a vaca- son Allie will remain
ple that be was going to the stable. Partridge. Mr.
longer.
When be failed to show up at a reason- tion from the Advertiser office.
Rev. J. N. Atwood and wife are to
V. E. Dunn was ill for a day or two leave on their vacation the first of the
able time a search was made for him by
his relatives and his body was found. the past week, not able to be in tbe week, and will visit in Massachusetts
Adams went there with the apparent in- store.
and in Freeport for two weeks.
tent of making away with himself, as be
Lauren Keene has been at home a few
Watertora.
East
He
bad taken off a pari of his clothing.
days. He is employed at the Barker hoa
is
survived
and
F.
C.
of
C.
was 00 years
Mrs. Clara
Warren,
Warren, tel, Rangeley Lakes.
age
by
Mrs. Edith Kemp and son of Oxford
brother and two sisters.
North Buckfield.
at
S.
S.
Hall's.
spent Suoday
Alonzo Merrill, with bis daughter and
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Buck and Mr.
A Maine Academy of Science.
Osborn Merrill, with bis and Mm. George Bailey of South Paris
A conference of naturalists and scien- grandson,
all from Massachusetis, were and Mrs. Nettie Collson and baby of
tists of Maine, for the purpose of form- daughter,
guests of their niece, Mrs. C. H. Pride, Brookton, Mass., were calling on friends
ing a state association for the advauceThey were spending some and relatives here recently.
nient of science, by means of an institu- recently.
weeks in Fryeburg.
There will be a dance at Grange Hall
tion to be known as "The Maine AcadAlbert Hodge of Fairfield is a guest at Aug. 13.
emy of Science," will be held in Rock- L. E. Mclntire's.
Ross Varney spent the week-end with
land on Friday, the 15th. Sessions afBurton W. Sanderson la
his aunt, Mrs. L. J. Heald.
spending
the
ternoon and evening.
forty
Among
most of his summer vacation with his
A party of boys passed through here
or fifty nam»s signed to the call for this
last week on a bike to the White Mountparents.
B.
those
of
are
C.
Hamilton,
meeting
Mr. and Mrs. James Hammond of ains.
Entomology, Norway; George R. Howe, Colebrook, N. 11., Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Charles Damon of Boston Is in the
Naturalist, Norway; Robert F. Bickford, Barnes and two children of
Wakefield, vicinity.
Lapidary, Norway; J. Waldo Nash. TaxMass., are guests at J. Ε Mclntire's.
M. A. Warren has purchased a secondidermist, Norway; Freeland Howe. Jr.,
Will Brown's second son, Carroll, who band auto of Mrs. Whittemore.
Naturalist, Norway; Walter L. Bacon, ha» been ill a
Norman Philbrook of Peabody, Mass.,
long time, patsed away
Botany, Norway; W. S. Chandler, Nature
He was about 12 is at S. J. Spauldlng'a.
evening.
Study, Norway; W. S. Bickford, Nature Sundayold. Services were held at the
Mrs. Sarah Richardson of Woburn,
years
Study, Norway.
house Tuesday afternoon. Interment at Mass., is visiting at George Holmes'.
Bisbeetown cemetery.
Mrs Nellie Billings and son Frank of
Bethel Man Hurt in Collision.
Waterford, and daughter, Minnie Quiller,
Emery Blake of Bethel was seriously
and granddaughter, Alice Quiller, of
North Paris.
were calling on relatives
injured od tbe morning of Monday, tbe
and daughter are on a Troy, Ν. H.,
Webb
Frank
here Tuesday.
4th, in Worcester, Maes as the result of
for
few
a
and
Addison
to
Bangor
trip
a collision between his motorcycle and a
Miss Dorothy Moore of Allston, Mass.,
A. J Abbott and wife are also on
taxicab. Blake with his brother and days.
is visiting at M. A. Warren's.
a trip by auto to eastern Maine,
visiting
another friend was on bis way from
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Heald were recent
friends in Waterville, Bangor and AddiBethel, Me., to Pittsfield, and was passguests at Leon Swallow's, South Paris.
son.
taxiwben
tbe
Main
Street
Miss Belle Gibbs has been visiting her
ing through
Mrs. Oilman from Massachusetts Is
cab cime from Wellington Street They
aunt, Mrs. Isabelle Swallow.
vilin
the
stand
at
tbe
Graves
crashed with such terrible force that tbe stopping
Wilber Warren has finished work for
and is having company. Mrs. Blosrider was thrown some 25 feet from the lage
Will Fogg and is at home.
been with her, has rewho
has
som,
scene of tbe collision, and tbe eo'iire
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Sturtevant left
tared home.
front of tbe taxicab was wrecked.
Monday for Sooth Royalton, Vt., where
At last reports Mr. Blake was resting
he has a position as superintendent of
Albany.
Diatrlot.
White River Valley School
comfortably and was expected to recovIsaac Morrill baa bought tbe timber on Their many friends regret to have them
Jfc
Herman Mason'· lot. Ranis has gone leave.
Killed by a Falling Tree.
In with a crew peeling hemlock.
Brownfield.
W. I. Heckler's boarder baa gone back
Charles Mahoney, aged 50, employed
aftsr a two weeks' vacaMrs. Morrison, formerly Bllen Seavey,
York
to
New
at
Mills
the
Berlin
HoughCompany
by
of Newark, N. J., la the guest of Mrs.
ton, was fatally 'injured by being bit by tion.
Walter Inman and Kenneth Sloan Jane Seavey, who is in poor health.
Tbe accident occurred
a falling tree.
Andrews'.
Raymond Ham, who spent bis vacaMonday afternoon, the 4tb, and the in- apent Tuesday at L. J.
Laura Cummings spent a few day· tion at bia old home in thla village, has
jured man was rushed to tbe McCarthy
and Mr·. O. returned to his business in Boston.
hospital at Rumford, where he died with her grandparent·, Mr.
J. L. Frink ia still in poor health.
within a short time. He leaves a sister J. Cross.
Daniel Johnson baa rented the Howard
The Grand Union Tea man was a
living in Detroit, Mich., and a brother in
week late, bat all were glad to *se him. house.
Newfoundland.
Ureens

—

calling

evening.

Mrs. Carroll A. Bacon and children,
Earle and Margaret, are visitlog Mr·.
Bacon'· father, Will F. Dunham, at
Lynn, Ma··. Billy Roderlok accompanied them to Portland, where he will vialt
his grandmother, Mrs. Mary Lovejoy.
Mr·. L. H. Penley Is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Emerton of Auburn on a
two weeks' automobile tour through
Massachusetts and other New England
etates.
Mrs. E. J. Dennen is spending a few
days with her niece, Mrs. Ε. B· Davis,
and family, at Woodstock.
Ioa and Irwin Emery of Island Pond
are visiting their aunt, Mrs. F. S. Far-

for the paat few days vliltlng hi· parente.
Dana McKenney of Auburn haa been

visiting relative·, accompanied
by a friend.

In town

Cbarlea Morrill of Portland baa been
In town vlalting frlenda.
lira. Eugene Vaughn waa in Romford
Sunday vlalting ber husband's mother.
Frank Berry left Wednesday for Birch
Point, where be will be the gueat of
Herbert Maraton.
Mies Ruth Parker of Bath haa been
tbe guest of Miaa Mollie Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Irish have gone
to Bailey'a Island for a two weeka' out-

ing.

Charlea Long and aon of Boston are in
vlalting friends.
Harold Hall of New Tork la spending
his vacation with bla mother, Mra. Mary
Hall, at "Salnta* Rest."
Henry Teague left Tueaday for Hebron, where he will visit friends.
are
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Pnrinton

town

two weeks with Mrs. Purinton'a relatives in Waterville.
Tbe remains of Mrs. Florinda Cobb,
who died at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Flora Smith, at Auburn, at the age
of 83, from the effecta of a paralytic
shock, were brought to Buck field cemetery for interment Tuesday morning.
num.
Misses Amy and Abbie Benson of
Qreenwood.
Whitman, Mass., are in town visiting
The recent description of Home Day relatives and friends.
Mrs. Marguerite Brown and two chilin Carver, Mass., was very interesting
are
visiting Mra.
since my father was born there, Dec. 10, dren ofj Dixfield
Charles Tattle.
1788, and quite frequently be had aome- Brown's aunt, Mrs.
thing to say about bis native town.
Bryant's Pond.
Grandfather moved from there to HartMiss Florence Bryant, who has reford in 1805, and five years later father
her Scotland trip,
with a companion visited his birthplace, cently retnrned from
to The World's
a
traveling ail the way on foot; and that where she waa delegate
While Sunday School Convention, will speak
was the last time be ever saw it.
there his grandmother gave him a half at tbe Baptist church at an early date,
will be from observapint bottlo which is still in my posses- and ber subject
meetsion, as good as new, and it shows what tions of Interest at this Scotland
improvements have been made in glass ing.
Rev. Ε. H. Stover of Old Orchard has
ware in common with almost everything
received a call to become pastor of tbe
else since that day.
move
During the month of July the re- Baptist church, and will probably
of Sepmains of six persons were buried in this into tbe parsonage by the first
town and Bryant Pond, ail of whom we tember.
Mark C. Allen baa installed a Bowser
had known, and all except one were well
at tbe corner of bis
along in life. Here are the persons and gasoline tank juat
their ages, omitting fractions: Erastus store.
James Russell, foreman at the Oxford
Bryant SS, Jamea Y. Cole 74, Edward E.
new foreMoore 59, Morgan's infant daughter 2 corn Bbop, and Mr. Parker, tbe
in town this
weeks, Dr. Joseph Burns 72, Sarah J. man at tbe shop here, are
week getting the shop in readiness for
Perham 86
John Bryant of Freeport made us a this season's pack.
The Eastern Star field day held on
short but pleasant visit Sunday, then rePine
turned across lots so as to have one more Wednesday on tbe ground* near
swim in Indian Pond, near his former Point Cottage brought out a large crowd,
who seemed to enjoy tbe occasion. An
home.
The following night there was a down- association was formed and a field day
will now be held each year.
pour of rain which unrolled the corn,
and Monday forenoon several women of
Wilaon'a Mille.
the neighborhood, thinking the rain was
Walter Bond of New York city ia a
over, went for some more blueberries,
taking a lunch with tbem as they in- guest at W. H. Hart's.
tended to epend the remainder of the
M'ss Arvilla Bean of Rangeley is makday in picking, if necessary to fill their ing ber aunt, Mrs. D. C. Bennett, a visit.
Fred Jordan of Colebrook is doing tbe
pails.
All went well until about the middle mason work on the new building that is
of the afternoon, when along came an- in process of construction for E. S. Benother shower, so that on getting back nett.
Lilâ Bennett Is visiting ber aunt, Mrs.
they resembled so many mermaids just
out of the water.
C. T. Fox.
Mrs. Mar; Wilson Is at Bertha WilWednesday they tried it again and
with better success, since they filled son's on a visit.
their pails and returned just as the
Pearl Bennett is with ber father, D.
shower got here.
C. Bennett, for a week's vacation from
Hence it will be seen that all the first ber work at tbe office of the Mason Manhalf of the week has been a back num- ufacturing Co. at South Paria.
ber for haying, so that only a few have
A party of tourists from Haverhill
finished, while some have just com- were in town Sunday.

menced.

Mr. Bragg, "the tea man," as the kids
call him, shows up bore once in three
weeks with his span of horses, and then
there is Reuben Whitman, who travel·
on foot, and last but not least, there i·
Mr·. Curtis who drives a one horse team,
and each with different goods, and such
All of
as are wanted in every family.
which does away with the need of going
to the store or using the parcel post so
now getting ready to comwork on tbe state road next week
of
Locke's Mills, providing
this side
a crew can be obtained for the purpose.
Mrs. Will Farr bas been poorly for
some time, and recently became so Insane as to make it difficult to take care
of her, and several times attempted suicide. A few days ago they carried her
to the insane asylum at Augusta.

They are

mence

Hebron.
Prof. J. F. Moody was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Conant Sunday.
Mrs. J. C. Donham is still in Auburn,
owing to the illness of her aged father,
Drew Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Bumpus are spending the week in their camp at Matthews
Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Tainter and daughter,
and Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Cushman and
Mrs. Warren Tibbetts of Auburn spent
Wednesday at A. M. Richardson's and
in the afternoon were joined by Mrs.
Fred Cusbman and Mrs.Warren Hanscom
and their children.
Mrs. Bracy Bean still continues very
ill.
Dr. Stewart of South Paris was
there in consultation with Dr. Trufant

Sunday.

Floyd Philbrick has bis house
along that he will move into

spending

Dickvale.
Mrs. Frank Lamb of West Peru apent
the week-end with her daughter, Mrs.
Arthur Child.
Mr. and Mrs.

congratulation·
ter, July 27th.

Ray Tyler
on

are

Bethel.

Henry Howe of Springfield,

was a

recent

guest

FOOTWEAR
AUGUST

ANNUAL

OUR

SALE

Begin Sat., Aug. 9 and Continue Till Sat., Aug. 23

Will

We have many lots that we want to close out and have made extremely low prices in order to do so quickly, read through the list
carefully and remember that everything is as represented.

Men's Boots.
grade,
$4.00 grade,

ι

Lot Men's Calf Blucher Walkover $4.50

now

3.25.

ι

Lot Men's Calf Blucher Walkover

now

3.95.

ι

ι

$4 00 grade, now 3.00.
Lot Men's Russia Calf Button Fitzu

ι

Lot Men's Patent Button

ι

Lot Men's Patent Blucher Commodore $4.00 grade,

$4

00

$3.50 grade,
grade, now 2.65.

now

ι

Lot Men's Patent Button Oxfords $4.50 grade, now 3.00.
Lot Men's Calf Blucher Oxfords Walkover $4.00 grade, now 2.95.
Lot Men's Calf Blucher Oxfords Commodore $4.00 grade,

ι

Lot Men's Calf Blucher Oxfords Fitzu $4.00 grade,

ι

Lot Men's Calf Button Oxfords Fitzu

$4.00 grade,

2.95.

Lot Women's Kid Oxfords

Lot Women's Patent Oxfords

ι

Lot Women's

I

Lot Women's

ι

Lot Women's

ι

Lot Women's

ι

Lot Women's Russia Calf
now

65.

.,

Oxfords,

ι

Lot Women's Russia Calf Blucher Oxfords

ι

Lot Women's Russia Calf Oxfords, Button and Blucher

ι

2.25.
Lot Women's Brown Vici Oxfords

$3.50 grade,

I

Lot Men's Calf Button Oxfords

2.35.

ι

Lot Men's Russia Calf Button Oxfords Fitzu

ι

Lot

ι

Lot Men's Russia

ι

Lot

ι

Lot Men's Russia

ι

Lot

t

Lot Women's Patent and Calf

Women's Boots.

Evangeline $3.50 grade,
ι Lot Women's Kid Blucher $3.50 grade, now 2.50.
ι Lot Women's Calf Blucher and Button $3.00 grade,

Lot Women's Patent Button

ι
ι
ι

Lot Women's Patent Button $3.00 grade,
Lot Women's Calf Button Cloth Top $3 00

ι

2.50.

ι
ι

2.25.

now

r
ι

2.25.

now

grade,

1.50.
Calf $3
and
Leather
Patent
and
Blucher
Button
Women's
Lot
3.50

grade,

now

$3.00 grade,

$3

50 „'ra«!e,

now 2 00.

$300

gi. :<·.

now

$4 00 grade, now 2.95.
Calf Blucher Walkover $4.00 grade, now 3.95.
Calf Blucher Oxfords $3 00 grade, now 2.35.

now

Button and Blucher

2.50.

ι

$3.00 grade,

1.35.
1.35.

$3.00 grade, now $1.65.
$3.00 grade, now 1.65.
and Blucher $2.50 grade, no i/^,
Button
Calf Oxfords,
Kid Oxfords, Rubber Heels $2.00 grade, now $1.50.
Calf Ox'ords $2.00 grade, now 1.50.
Patent Oxfords $2.00 grade, now 1.25.

r
ι

Lot Men's Calf Oxfords Button and Blucher

now 2

now
now

$3 50 grade, now 2.25.
Lot Women's Patent Button Oxfords $3.50 grade, now 2.25.
Lot Women's Calf Blucher Oxfords $3 00 grade, now 2.25.

3.00.

2.95.

now
now

now

$2.50 grade,
$2.00 grade,

Lot Women's Kid Oxfords

ι

$2.65.

ι

Lot Women's Button and Blucher

ι

Men's Oxfords.

ι

ι

ι

3.50.

now

Lot Women's Button and Bluchcr

Women's Oxfords.

Lot Men's Calf Blucher Commodore and Fitzu $4.00 grade, now 3.
Lot Men's Russia Calf Bluchefr and Button Walkover and Fitzu

ι

ι

ι

now

$3.00 grade, now 2.25.
Women's Brown Vici Oxfords $2.50 grade, now 1 75.
Women's Russia Calf Oxfords $2.50 grade, now 2.00.
Women's Patent and Calf Pumps $3.00 grade, now 2.25.
now 2.00.

Pumps $2.50 grade, now 2.00.
Lot Women's White Canvas Button Boots, $2.50 grade, now [.75.
Lot Women's White Canvas Button Boots $2.co grade, now 1.50.
Lot Women's White Canvas Button Boots, $ 1.75 grade, now 1.35.
Lot Woman's Russia Calf

Women's White

00 and

Pumps $2 50 grade,

Lot Women's Grey Nubuck Pumps $3.00 grade, now 2.00.
Lot Women's Brown Nubuck Pumps $3.00 grade, now 2.25.

1.25.

1.50.

Poplin Pumps $2.00 grade,

1

now

50; 1.75

gr-i'le,

now

receiving
daugh-

Libby.

family.

Γ

—

the birth of a

Mr. Ε. B. Bines spent the week end
at Bernard Putnam's.
Thomas Wyman of Weld came by auto
to visit his parents the past week.
Billy Weston of Rumford has been
spending a few days with his sister, Mrs.
James Sanders*
Mabel Richardson has returned from
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Churchill.
Ira Wing and family are spending a
few weeks at their home here.
Dan Sargent expects to move bis family to Rumford soon.
Miss Blanche Mclntire Is spending a
few days with her mother, Mrs. Linas
East

Clearance Sale!

August

Wut Parla.
Beth·!.
W. 0. Clapp, who bu been visiting at
Mr. Frank M. Hawlaj of Stamford,
Mrs. C. 3. York and her daughter,
of bla aommer home at North Buokfleld,
Kimball
lira.
J.
and
Wayland
the
Good.,
at
Min Helen, sang
Congregational
haa returned to hi· home in Salem, Maaa.
church Sunday morning, and both duet Portland, who bave been gueati daring
▲lien Irish of Bath baa been io town
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL and solos were much
the put week of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

of F.

B.

Mass.,

Howe

and

Mrs. Etta Bean has returned from
Norway for her usual vacation. She is
entertaining her sister, Miss Rilla Bart·
lett of Litchfield, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bartlett and son
of East Holliston, Mass., ire guests of
his mother, Mrs. M Etta Bartlett.
Mr. and Mrs. David Gaw and son of
Cambridge, Mae·., are guests of Mrs.
Gaw's parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Bartlett, for their usual vacation.
Messrs. Fred Cole, Cbas. Swan, Arthur Barker and George Burdine of
so far
Washington, D. C., accompanied by H.
it this 0. Blake, L E. Cole and Fred C. Bean,
are spending an outing at the lakes.

L. PackAt tbe last meeting of Ζ
We sell Ed V. Price <k Co. custom
ard W. R. C., Mrs. Horsey Munroe of
Wash ngton was initiated and a banquet clothes. Come in and see the new samserved.
ples for fall and winter. F. H. Noyes
Quite a large number from this way Co.
attended tbe field day of the Oxford
Never can tell when you'll mash a finger or
Bears Fruit Growers' association Thurssuffer a cat, bruised, burn or scald. Be prepared.
day.
Thousands rely on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic OIL
Miss Columbia Bumpu* ia visiting in Tour druggist sells U. 25c and 90c.
South Paris.
Mrs. Mary Bearce had quite a family
Why is South Paris Firm Ρ
reunion Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Damon and two children from North
Buckfield, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conant Became Its Citizen· Haye Learned
and three children, Prof. I. M. Bearce
The Troth.
and Mrs. Bearce with their two children from Washington, D. C., Mr. and
After reading this generous and enMrs. Daniel Chase and little daughter couraging report from Mr. Merrill,
Mrs.
Cornelia those who have the misfortune to suffer
from Cliston, N. T.,
as he did will naturally long to get simMoody and Miss Isabelle Benson.
Mr. and Mrs. Cbaie went to Baring ilar relief. But to get the same good as
Mr. Merrill had, you should get the same
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Cushman and two remedy. There are of course, other
young friends from Auburn, Mr. and kidney pills but there are no other kidMrs. Fred Cushman, Dirlght and Eliza- ney pills the same as DoanV That la
beth, and Mrs. Warren Hanscom of New why South Paris people demand the
York with ber two daughters, Charlotte genuine.
and Helen, were at A. M. Richardson's
Irving Merrill, stationary engineer,
Sunday.
Alpine St., South Paris, Me., says: "I
Prof, and Mr*. J->y were at Portland would not have known what to bave
Harbor for a few days this week.
done without Doan's Kidney Pills. I am
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred Bartiett and son glad to confirm my previous publia enfrom Boston are visiting his parents, dorsement of them. I suffered from pains
Mr. aud Mrs. W. A. Bartiett.
in the small of my back and If I stooped
Mrs. Benson Phillips has gone to Mas- for any length of time, it was bard for
sachusetts for two weeks.
me to straighten.
I noticed that tho kid
A. J. Turner is in Auburn for a few ney seoreiions were unnatural and Irregdays this week, and on Saturday will so ular In passage. I got Doan's Kidney
to Dayton to visit his cousin, Mr. Hill. Pilla at Shurtleff's Drug atore and after
I had used three boxes, the trouble bad
Mason.
gone."
In
friends
is
Miss Rosa Tyler
visiting
"When Your Back is Lame—RememMills.
Bolster's
Don't aimply ask for a
ber tbe Name."
Ε. H. Morrill andJobn Westlelgh have
kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan's
a crew of men working in the woods.
Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Merrill
Miss Hazel Kennison of Portland is
had—tbe remedy backed by home testiher
Cushlng,
unole, Douglass
visiting
50c all stores. Foeter-Mllbarn
mony.
and family.
Co. Props., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
Oneal F. Mills is In Augusta this
week.
(Abstract of Plaintiff's Writ.)
J. A. McKenzie went to Sooth Paris
JOHN B. ROBINSON
Thursday of this week.
VS.
Several have finished haying.
FRANK V.COOK KT
Fred Holt of Bethel was in town SunΓ.
Roscoe
Staples, Ad or., Trustee.

We also have many other lots for both men and women, which
same low
we have not space to mention, that will be sold for these
prices. During this sale we shall sell Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases
for 20 per cent, discount from the

regular price.

Remember the date, from August 9 to 23rd inclusive, and while

many of these lots

Our store is open

nights at 6:16.

are

large they will sell rapidly at these prices.

Monday and Saturday evenings and closes other

Company

Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Opera

House

Maine.

Norway,

Block
Telephone 38-2

Clearance Sale of Spring and
Summer Clothes
is
thing for every man who likes fine clothes and who
^good
our
willing to get them at a good money saving. We clear
stock each season. Get your share of the good things.
Blue and Tan Norfolks, fancy grays in
stripes and checks. Extra good values.

Gray Worsted Suits in many patterns,
made by Hart Schaffner & Marx, all sizes
at present.

$22 and $20 Suits,

now

The

$16.

Gray Worsted Suits in plain colore and
fancy patterns, brown Mixtures, gray
Nor folks, etc.

The $18 Suits

H.
Cop7t)|bl

are

Serge

are

Norfolk Suits

$12.
as

well

as

Brown Worsted Suitings.

The $12 Suits

$14.

are

$10.

POSTER

B.

Norway, Maine.

One Price Clothier

Hut Schaflher * Man

Blue

$15 Suits

day.

Assumpsit on account annexed for $100.00 tor
Dr. I. H. Wight and Rev. W. C. Curtis
cssh lent August S3, 1906 by said Plaintiff to said
of Bethel were through this place one Defendant, with Interest amounting to #98.
Aa damnum
Total amount sued for $136.00.
day recently.
Mrs. P. Ε Bennett, lira. J. A. Mc- $200.00. Writ dated June 18, 1913, and returnable at the October term, 1911, of the 8uprsme
Kenzie and Mrs. A. J. Hutchinson had Judicial Court at Paris.
Real estate attached July 13, 1913. Service on
their organs cleaned and tuned.
ssl<t Trustee June 19,1913.
Locke's Mills.
Mrs.

Elmer

Cumminga has a fine oxford, aa.
and has given several of

STATE OF MAINE.

flower garden,
)
S. J. Court » Vacation,
her friends bouquets.
G. L. Cushman and family are at
Jnly 16,1911. j
Lakeview Cottage, and last week enterUpon the within writ It Is ordered. That tbe
tained Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Abbott and Plaintiff give notice of the pendenoy thereof, to
daughter of Bryant's Pood, and Harlan the Defendant by causing a copy of so much
West of Sumner.
Mr^ and Mrs. Edwin Rowe are entertaining several friends. Ton are alwaya
anre of a hearty welcome at "Beachen-

rowe."

Mr. and Mrs. B. Wilson are at "Blrohhaven" for the rest of the anmmer.
Archie Tourangeau, wife and fonr
ohildren, and Misa Dora Dumoot of Berlin, are occupying Camp Boho.
Miss Minnie Coblelgb of Bristol, Conn.,
who has been at Ontalde Inn, went to
Boston Wednesday.
Mrs. Asel Bryant
Lola Foster.

apent Friday

with

thereof with this order thereon, as relates to
the names of the parties, the term to which the
writ Is returnable, tbe account annexed and the
date of the writ, to be prlated la the Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper published at Paris In
said County, three weeks successively, tbe last
to be at least thirty days before a
irm of the Supreme Judicial Court to be begun
and bolden at Pari·, within tbe County of Oxford on the second Tuesday of October, 1913, that
he may then and there appear and answer to
aald suit.
A. B. SAVAGE, Chief Justice
Sup Jnd. Court.
A true oopy of abstract of Plaintiff's writ and
order of court thereon.

Sublloatlon

Attest:

CHARLES F WHITMAN. Clerk.
QxoaoE Hazkn, Esq., Atty. for Plaintiff.

Have You Seen What

Hardware

HARNESS

GOOD
buy

you

the store of

harness before you

J. P.
South

Paris,

RICHARDSON,
....

Maine.

can

or

Be*» the

*

buckle

jJames
®1

CASTORIA ftflofufci&dCMdra.
Til KM Yti Hivi Ahriis iMglt

trimmed,

them in all black

sewed

Tucker Harness Store for $15.

at The

description and bearing the
mark of quality, is for sale at hardware
Of every

a

traces.

or

brass and black,

Call ard

see

I have

with cither

of
my large line

buy.

N. Favor,

Main

St.,

™"

Norway, Main·.

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Dm KM Yw Hav· Always 6ui{bt

Bears the

of™*

——*

Dr. S. C. Andrew· of North Anton la

The Oxford Democrat
I

Ma ne, August

I

vlaitlng hi· brother,

Dr. and Mrs. C. L. Bock were at the
WITH ▲ DINNEB OF

Grove camp meeting Sunday.
12, iqivi Empire

Mrs. Haooah Holt hu returned from
her daughter's io Mexico to South Paris.

PARIS.

SOUTH

Street.

arc

mte'i

Miss Edna Bedell of Auburn waa a
guest at Mra. L. E. Bean's for a few day·
last week.

Mrs. Edna Dascome, aee Faunce, of
Milwaukee, Wis., is a gueet at W. B.
Strickland's.

and Mise Mille of Roxbary,
.;aeste at T. M. Davis* fora

\;

fj

L,

Concrete walks and steps

put in at the bouse of S. C.
Western Avenue.

or so.

being
Ordway on
are

Mis»
\Ir<. Cobb of Portland, formerly
Mrs. George M.
Giles visited her
·. ner. and daughter, are guests
j
daughter, Mrs. Mcallister, in Auburn, a
U >berUon'·.
D.
few days last week.
jtiïeo.
a Good C'beer meeting
f;;t:. wi'.l be
Mrs. Charles R Elder and Miss Marthis week with the preei,v of
:
y
guerite Elder of Maiden, Mass., are at
ν
Cora M non.
their summer home here.
y

; .e >ou!e

,.

li

yr. ]i
ν

'

.*

IK

1

ν

j

Frank
f;
TV·
0:j

αν

-Mrs. N. D. Bolster and Miss Ruth
Bolster are spending the week at Old
Orchard for a rest aud change.

is

Whiting of North Abing-

spending

a

Mr» W. B.

afternoon's shower barely laid
the dust, but it brought down the temperature fifteen or twenty degrees in a
few hour·.

Sunday

few weeks with

Young.

home from Lynn.
King
eud bis vacation with bin
Next Saturday the blacksmith shops
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. King.
of South Paris will be closed all day on
Maxim and family are with account of the blacksmiths field day at
:
Mr. and Mr·. Long Island, in Casco Bay.
larents.
Maxim, for their vacation.
Mrs. Leon S. Fairbanks, after spendiford was at Long Island ing a few weeks with her parents, Mr.
and
of
hi·
Mr·. Geo. B. Crockett, returned
■ ittend
the reunion
Monday morning to Newtonville, Mass.
nt, the Fourteenth Maine.
is

;
jji,*
:ϋ·ο·

of Washington, D.
N*. Haskell's

,· :<?>". at Ε.
week or two.

for tbe j ast

at

\

h-:

Norway.

Helen Miry Robineon of St. George; and
by Arthur Elbridge Forbes and Alice
Maud Douglass, both of South Paris.

m

while Mr. Purinton, the manager of the
Buckfleld Branch of the Trust Co., takes
"*

Mise Helen Chapman has been taking
vacation during the past week from
work
L
stenographer in the otfi.e of
:i a. James S. Wright, acd has been
τ
'iog at Livermore Fall·.
λ

arNathan A. Chase of Ilion, Χ. Τ
at A. W. Walker's on the :ii to
Superintendent of Schools Burr F.
his vacation. On Tuesday the Jones is at his former home at St.
IVt < r family, with Mr. Chase, went to George, and it is expected that whea he
with
t
amp at Shagg Pond for a stay jf a returns later he will bring a bride
him. They are to occupy the II. W.
week or more.
Dennison house on Park Street, which
T ie Pierces, who gave the entertain- Mr. Dennison and
family will vacate bement at Paris Hill Thursday evening,
fore the end of the month.
*
their eight-year-old eon, were guests
The members of Mt. Pleasant Rebekah
in
at Dr Stewart's during their stay
t «
They came from their home in Lodge are invited to join with Onward
t
their summer home at Harps- Rebekth Lodge, of West Paris, iu a picnic at Lake Grove, Auburn, on Wednes* ·!ι their motor car,
a distance of
> te·? 1. X) miles.
day, August 13. The party will leave
ou the milk train, which leaves South
R
atWm Κ Kimball Pott, G. A
Paris at 6:00 o'clock A. M. The fare
I the funeral of Alpbeus Puller in
t.:
will be the usual mileage, or return tickTuesa b Jy at 'he Universalist church
et, as no Npecial rates have been arrangda .'· -moon. Mr. Fuller was born in
ed.
W
He served
r >ck. June 12, 1S35.
Advertised letters and cards in South
in
Tenth Maine Regiment, atx) later
Paris post office, Aug. 11, 1013:
>eventb Maine Battery, and join
Mr. C. W. I.ovejoy (letter).
ir^ni Army in Ohio. He leaves
Mr. W. l\ Kmerson (letter}.
aliter in Washington, and one
Mr. A. Dragnnas letter).
s
Μ re. America Andrews of North
Mrs. Charl-s Kuck (letter).
Mrs. A. C. Koblnson (card).
Battel was at West Paris.
Mr Charles Cummlngs C- eards).
on
was sold
M Iss J. M Austin.
e W. II. Swett farm
Κ C. Rawson.
Τ
Millett of this
»y to James M
S. F. Davis, P. M.
t *
Tuis farm, conducted for the
pa«t few years by the late Walter U.
An association of camp owners at
$.·. -t·, is one of tbe best farms in town, Shagg Poud, in which a number of South
«
a
a good lot of tillage land,
large Paris people are interested, was formed
c
-γ of well cared for and
producing last Friday evening, at a meeting held at
apj
trees, and a little wood, with Waldheim, the Holmes camp. A. M.
: »U3 buiidmgs in first class con
Andrews of South Woodstock, the oldd r η
Mr. Millett, the purchaser, has est cottager on the pond, was elected
t
ν -ne time
been manager for Dr. president. The special purpose of the
Κ ? ο his farm. Stock and equipment association is to agree upon desired
«ere taken with the farm.
ulations for the fishing in Shagg Pond
the matter is now unEdwin M. Fuller, who died at hie and vicinity, and
ii
m Hath
from blood der consideration.

Friday night

of 6-i years, was a
of South Paris, son of the late AiFuller.
Dr. Fuller had been in
pr<u'ice in Bath for more than thirty
yart. and was a physician and surgeon
of r te in the state, lie was for a nurn
be: of years an officer of the medical
f m ·, if the Second
Main? Regiment,
b
4 chief surgeon during tbe last of
h » service, and was prominent in Ma·
ionic and other organizttions.
sat

deu

ng, at the age

The Seneca Club met

Saturday

|

Vir and Mrs. J. F. Plummer of South
1'»
I)r. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens, Norw
iy l ike, Dr Edna and Mies Janet Stephens of Somerville, Mass., and Mr.
ϋ vuton of Portland, took an auto trip
of two days last week through tbe
m
.n ain«
going by way of Gorbam,
Bretton Wood·, Bethelem and stopping
over η tfbt at the Crawford House, returning by tbe way of Crawford Notch,

Berois, Bartlett, North Conway, FryeMilan Bennett
burg and Bridgton.

drove the Doctor's car and J. F. Plummer drove hi· own.
A very pleasant

trip.

Oo

œet

Wednesday evening the Fan-Tans
wuh Misses Carrie and Gertrude

Hall at their home on Pleasant Street.
Ttie affair was m ad ο tbe occasion of a
kitchen shower for Miss Maud Douglass,
ami a variety and large number of useful
articles were bestowed upon her, the
*ar:ou« things
being disposed abont the
premises at the end of "cobweb" lines
*h:ch she was made to follow. SpecialIt
!y nice refreshment· were served.
hail been intended to bave the party on
the lawn, but
owing to the unfavorable

I

—

ress,

In East Waterford, Aug. 3, Carroll, son of
Will Brown, aged about 12 years.
In Rumford, Aug. 4, Charles Mahoney, aged
50 years.
In Norway, Aug. 5, Martha (Wilson), widow
of the late Wm. D. Cordwell, aged nearly Si

ing

routes until

September

let:

Village.
Village.
Hall Pond to Village.
Bolster to
Hooper to

years.
In Rumford, Aug., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Mclnnes, aèed 17 months; daughter of
same parents, aged 3 months.
In West Peru, July 29, Miss Lena Burgees,

$16

Men's Suits

Suits

I

|

$12

$14

$12

$13

and

Suits

$10

Men's Odd Trousers Reduced So It Fays You To Buy
Includes Dress, Worsted and Woolen, Wash, Cotton and Khaki.

Straw Hats Very

Think of it !

$2 Straw

Hats

Cheap

only $3.98.
$1 Hats 75c; 50c. Hats 3SC.

Δ Genuine Panama now

$1.50; $1.50

Hats $1 ;

COME TODAY r=V-^

routes.

Bide will be received od the follow-

$18

$20 Men's Suits $16

Youths' and Boys' Suits Marked Down

30-32]

Bids wanted on school trans-

portation

I

F. H. Noyes Co.
Now is

buy your

Fall Machinery

Academy

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
PARIS,

Thepen is m/ghtior/han th
Sword when you ha ye
\moneyin ourBank

at!_*'r·

MAINE.

Orders.

'phone

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Clearance Prices
Rule the

Day Now

all

SUMMER MERCHANDISE !

—

You
saving
should take advantage of this
dition. We can't help it, therefore,
must make the best of it. That
all Ready-to-Wear Goods,
well
goods by thejyard.

|

Ready-to-Wear Department.
fully

PARIS

£amp'l£i

TRUST

I

Present.
fhat

Inv

clean-up all Summer
sight of what they cost
and mark them at quick clean-up-prices.
You will find something from most every de-

This is the month
merchandise. We lose

£ο""οί

J«aDe"e,^"0

|

partment. Come in and look around.

|

m.»tlon^.u»
SÏH&.4of' à.R".ri

quality,

pair.

WASH GOODS.
principally

Light

Stripe

yard

Big

yard, priced

RemnantsTand odd lots of Dress
Goods, Silks and Cotton Goods from
all through the stock measured]and
marked to prices that will insure

|

quick selling.

The

,ώ."

""'""'SerChOTldCo.

Housekeeper's Safety Valve
FRUIT

Loul^Mo.

Quart Jare,
Jars,
Jars,
Jars,

VJ

sm/lîy

preeaed.

only

yard.

weJ™

°ir$ τ

fhat
ite

price.

[

Î!T."r
|Λ

m"toYot.r

priced

saving

MERCHANDISE

community

ft.

priced

$9.00

Keystone Rompers

_____

|

COMPANY,

FINAL CLEAN-UP ON

teSuppeKrwas

0th
The annual reunion of Co. F,
Maine, and Co. C, 8th Maine Veteran·,
of
will be held thi· year *t the residence
The foundation for tbe bridge near Carl Abbott, Sumner, on Wednesday,
We hope that every
tbe foundry is
complete, the girders are August 20,1013.
in place and the forms finished, and the surviving member of the organization
to be present with
work of
putting in the concrete floor will make an effort
ba* begun.
abonldn't
his
family.
the
way, why
By
^ ^ Wïmas, Secretary.
this bridge when
completed be dignified
with a name ? Don't call it "the founof Thanks.
Card
dry bridge" or "the concrete bridge" or
sincere thanks
We wish to express oar
the Stony Brook bridge down in Pooto ua in
duck," but let'· have ««une appellation to our frieuds who were so kind
that will identify it. Even the meet ! our recent bereavement.
1
Mks Fbank Young and Family.
ned bridge in the place baa no term to
identify it more cloeely than "the mill I New furnishings for fall were rebridge," and frequently it ia called "the
tkb .«k !ro« <*·
iron bridge," which in these day· come·
and see them. F. H. Noyes
Come
eta.
» good
what
bridge
way· from ahowlng
1
Co.
'· meant
Let's have your luggeeUoni.
weather it was necessary to bave It in-

doors.

d»ys.

WALTER L. GRAT,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Paris, July 2â, 1913.

$16

Men's Suits

and

Opportunity

k_ron

same.

Reunion.

In Paris. Aug 3, Lillian Lora, Infant daughter
of George G. and the late Lora E. Tucll, aged 30

$15

Your

is

I

Bankrupt.}

South

Died.

$22

XOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District *f Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
FRED S. SAVAGE,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Dlxfleld,
S.
Fred
of
Savage, In the
To the creditors
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the -tith day of
.July, A. D. 1913, the said Fred S. Savage
was' duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the office of the Referee, So. S Market Square,
South l'arls, Maine, on the 25th day of Aug.,
A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
exprove their claims, appoint a trustee,
amine the bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before said

meeting.

Now

g"d^te

take
To see what action the Corporation will
Almlra J.
with regard to purchasing the right of
conr
Kenney and the Cummlngs Manufacturing
unlimited
an
supply of
of taking
pan y
Brook ami Coouer Spring
water from St>ny
the pending
Brook or with regard to settling
the Corporation
autts brought by tbem against
and to raise money for either purpose.

Veterans'

business deal.

price

A meeting of the South Paris Village
Corporation is called at Engine House
Hall, on Thursday evening of this week,
Aug. 14, at 7:30 o'clock, to consider
making certain extensions of the water
system, and settling suite now pending
the
against the corporation. In detail
in
objects of the meeting, as specified
the warrant, are:
It the Corporation will vote to lay a
To
the
water main from I'leasant street up to or by
now
being erected by E. C. Jorrey. or
dwelling
him
..t.
any other action toward supplying
same.
with water and ral*e money for the
to lay a
To see If the Corporation will vote
far as the ew
water main on Maple Street as
at or
a
to
hydrant
at*o
and
place
Grange Hall,
to raise money for
near the Grange Hall lot, and
the

Married.

tinue to give them our best efforts,
good protection and a good square |

n°Accordlng

even-

yUE9TIONS.

Patten, Aug. 7, to the wife of Charles E.
Merrill, a son, Carl Brlggs Merrill. Weight 9 1-2
pounds.
In Dlckvale, July 27, to the wife of Bay Tyler,
a daughter.
In Brownfleld, July 28, to the wife of Clarence
Walker, a daughter.
In Bethel, July 30, to the wife of Clyde L.
Whitman, a daughter.
In Mexico, Aug. 6, to the wife of Llnwood
Kelley, a son.
In Mexico, Aug. 5, to the wife of Scottle McGregor, a daughter.
In Mexico, Aug. 5, to the wife of Ernest Edgecomb, a daughter.
In Dlxtield, July 29, to the wife of Ralph Bennett, a daughter.
In

ob^ °°e

At the ap-

THIS AND OTUKK

J. Wheeler, Margaret A.
Constipation causée headache, Indigestion, Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.
dizziness, drowsiness. For a mill, opening
medicine, use Doan's Regulets. 25c a box at all
We thank the people of Oxford
■tores.
County for past favors and solicit
continuance of same and shall conBorn.

In Norway, Aug 7, by Rev. R. J. Bruce, Mr.
Carl E. Stone of Indianapolis, Ind., and Mies
Josephine B. Stearns of Norway.

bam, N. H., a distance of about one hundred and fifty miles.
Âllard & Moulton are enjoying a two

composed

J.

of W.

ure.

Fred E. Smith, assistant cashier at tbe
National Bank, at tbe Eye and Ear Infirmary ia getting along nicely.
No new developmenta In tbe ahoe situation. The workmen are going to Auburn, Lynn, Springvale and Gardiner.
Dr. and Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. W.
W. Wbitmarsh started
by auto for
Stark, Ν. H., for a visit of some days at
tbe Thompson homestead.
An auto party consisting of T. L.
Heath and wife and Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Packard and Clayton Heath, Sunday
made the trip to Errol, Berlin and Gor-

M.|

^ier

Jn

ing at Mrs. Stanley's on Pine Street, to
give a shower to Miss Maud Douglass of
the club, in view of her apprcaching
marriage. Hostesses for the evening
Mrs. Hilton, Mrs
were Mrs. Stanley,

Littlefield and Miss Thayer.
propriate time an automobile profusely
decorated with white crepe paper, and
driven by Miss Ethelyn Stanley, made
its appearance, and from it a number of
Mount Mica Lodge, No. 17,1. Ο. 0 F., packages were taken and opened by
and
observed its thirty-ninth anniversary Miss Douglass. Gifts of both value
from the clnb
Thursday evening with a short program usefulness were included,
arranged on ra'ber *hort notice. The collectively and the individual member»,
actual Hate ce ebrated was theS'b, the and the presentation of each was enlivI ij- having been instituted Aug. 5,1S74 ened with a pat bit of rhyme written by
Refreshments
Morton.
About 2">0 were in attendance at the Mrs. Agnes
exercises Thursday evening. There was were served at small tables on the vermusic by an orchestra, vocal solos by anda, and the function was a very pleasMr··. Wilson and Miss Tolman, and re- ant affair.
marks by A. K. Shurtleff, N. D. Bolster
To Make Extensions of Water System.
a:
Refreshments
iienjamln Swett.
were served and a social time was enjoyed.
CORPORATION ΜΚΚΤΙΝΟ TO CONSIDKB

Waaler
July

BLUE STORES

J

Stearns Hill to Snow's Falls.
South Paris
(2 Stores)
Norway
weeke' outing at their old home in New
to
Apply
Hampshire. They left town Monday aged 25 years.
BURR F. JONES, Superintendent.
morning with their auto.
A start was made Sunday afternoon
South Pari», Maine.
32-34
toward the organization of a cottagers'
the time to
NOTICES.
tbe
PROBATE
about
of
owners
club of tbe
cottages
To all persons Interested In either of the estate?
lake. A committee consisting of George
hereinafter named :
\V. Home, Samuel H. Hayden and Mell
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
W. Sampson will report after an interfor the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of July, In the year of our Lord one thousand
view with the various cottagers and
nine hundred and thirteen, the following matter
others interested, when another meeting
having been presented for the action thereupon
will be called.
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons InCharles A. Frost has screened the
tcrestcd, by causing a copy of this order to be
Grange Buildings. This is a marked
three weeks successively in the Oxpublished
WE HAVE THE
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
improvement in tbe property, which is
organized cooperation.
In
said County, that they may appear
Pnrls,
to prove one of tbe most attractive in town.
done
has
What
the
Grange
:ountry.
at a Probate Court to be held at Rumford on
Tbe village and town teachers for the
Α. M True of Bethel said that the itself worth while? It has brought the
the third Tuesday of August, A. D. 1913, at
nine of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
special duty of patriotic citizens is not farmers and their families together in a next year as announced are:—
thereon If they see cause :
High—Prln., P. E. llaihaway.
to recall what we did fifty years ago, but social way, and got them better acquaint·
Allen.
Sub.—
than
Blynne
more
Nothing Better Made.
Valmor A. Duun late of Sumner, deceased ;
to be willing to-day to sacrifice for the id. If it had done nothing
let asst.—Florence L. Whlltum.
first and tlnal account presented for allowance
2nd asst.—Myrtle Smart.
ijood of the country or the community. that, it would be worth while.
30-32
H.
W.
administrator.
Eastman,
by
It has been a school for the farmers,
Grade 9—Helen R. Cole.
You can get a CORN or GRAIN BINDER any day; we
He also gave some interesting reminis32-44
8—Helen Howe.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
in the exchange of ideas regarding their
cences of days in the Shenandoah valley.
7—Lola D. Smith.
A true copy—attest:
carry them all the time, call and see us before buying.
Mrs. W. R
Tarbox of Fryeburg, a work. It has furnished some of the best
β—Emmie J. Young.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.
5—Tena C. Tubbe.
former president of the state depart- education the farmers have. I do not
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
L.
Whlttrldge.
4—Mary
has been duly appointed administrator of the
ment of the Ladies of the G. A. R., who iecry the work of the agricultural col3—Tessa R. Thlbodeau.
estate of
was here
especially for this meeting, lege and the experiment station, which
Upper Primary—Gertrude Gardner.
ELLEN RUSSELL, late of Oxford,
Middle Primary—Elizabeth O. Laeselle.
mentioned the fact that when she was »re valuable, but they have simply
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Lower Primary—Mildred J. Holmes.
All ]>er»ons having
as the law directs.
bonds
three years of age, her father laid down shown the reason for the facts which
Swift's Corner— A va M. Watson.
Rounded 1 Θ Ο Ό·.
The farmers
demands against the estate of said deceased
his life on tbe third day at Gettysburg, the farmer already knew.
Norway Lake—Lizzie M. Johnson.
the same for settleto
desired
are
present
a
after
B.
Harriman.
Norway Center—Crystal
and emphasized tbe importance of the knew that they had a better crop
to
are
thereto
indebted
and
all
requested
ment,
Noble's Corner—Ada H. Cox.
work done by the order of which she crop of clover than after any other crop,
make payment immediately.
Sodom—Mrs. C. L. Uelano.
For Girls and Boys. Send for catalogue.
ASA II. SESSIONS.
to
June 17th, 1913.
was formerly the head in instructing but it remained for the scientists
Chapel—Elsie M. Buck.
31-34
32-34
discoverL.
Flint.
also
So
show
them
Crockett
Rldite—Katherine
they
tbe young in patriotism.
why.
E. Gibson.
Mlllettvllle—Marion
the
and
wheat
of
revalue
ed
tbe
ratber
bran,
Others who spoke
briefly
Pike Hill—Dorothy F. Noble.
is a valuable
Pierce—Fannie S. Buck.
garding the special purpose of the asso- scientists told them why it
kinds
certain
that
learned
R. C. Frost.
feed.
of
the
Holt—Mrs.
reminiscences
or
They
:iation,
gave
Music and drawing teacher—Anna M. Mealand
in
iays of the civil war, were J. Δ. Noyes of feed produced more milk when fedof a
The grade schools, Swift's Corner and
3f South Paris, W. R. Tarbox of Frye- combination, before they ever heard
tbe primary departments will commence
burg, H. II. Maxim of Stfuth Paris, Mrs. balanced ration.
other the fall term Sept. 22. Others will be
The Grange is doing
many
Hunter of Massachusetts, Frank Martin
jf Rumford, J. Π. Bean of South Paris, things. The speaker then gave the illus- in session September 15.
Λ :'i "Τ ;
and Mail
Attention Given to
I, ttœez',
Rev. B. C. Wentworth and family are
tration of the Iowa farmer, who found in
and £. I. Spofford of South Paris.
his experience that between the rail- at Orr's Island for three weeks. Mr.
W ounded Negro Doing Well.
roads and tbe farmers, the farmers were Wentworth will preach at Orr's and Baigetting the short end both ways, and the ley's Island during bis vacation. Mr.
MAS ABBE>TED ON CHARGE OF IMagitation which that Iowa farmer started and Mrs. Sullivan of Orr's Island will
in his grange eventually led to the es- carry on Rev. Mr. Wentworth's duties at
PLICATION IS SHOOTING.
Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince
tablishment of the Interstate Commerce Norway.
Carl Boynton, with Porteous, Mitchell
Commission. In conclusion, he urged
William Parker, the colored man who that the farmers should cease trusting & Braun Co., Portland, is spending his
was shot on the show train near bouth
that their interests are going to be care- vacation with his parents and at the
Parie on Sunday, the 3J, I.
fully looked after, and bestir themselves
trettinit along well at the C entrai
Frank H. Howe and wife of Boston
to see that it is done.
General Hospital in Lew is ton. Heieeo
are with their Norway relatives for a
he spends part of the time in a
few days on a vacation and business
State Grange Lecturer Β. W. McKeen
trip.
State
was
Frothof Fryeburg
presented by
Friday Sheriff William 0.
At the annual meeting of the Norway
to give an address upon
iogham, accompanied by Deputy
; Master Stetson
Association, Monday, the folBuilding
bis
In
went
to
an
Introducing
\ W. Arkett of Bryant s Pond,
important topic.
officers were elected:
lowing
011
that
the
said
McKeen
was
in
Mr.
quesBerlin where the carnival
prog- subject
Pres.—W. F. Jones.
and secured Jake Ballinger on the tions confronting us to-day are not so
Vlce-Pres.—Clarence M. Smith.
F. W. Sanborn.
much of management as they are of getSec
charge of being implicated in the>
Trcae.—Howard D. Smith.
This was on the evidence of a man who ting a square deal. We have the science
The officers of Oxford Castle, No. 2,
was with the carnival party at Lowiston and the art of farming, we are for the
first time ready to undertake the business K. G. E., were installed at the regular
and on the train.
Parlcpr I of farming.
meeting this week by D. G. C. Harold
Ballineer is the man for whom Parker
The need of a good rural credit system P. Maloon of Auburn. They were:
was working as African
who have an eye to
S. P. C.—Ursbal C. Gammon.
carnival. He entirely denied any guiU was then shown quite fully by Mr. McS.
Gammon.
N.
C.—Edwin
borrowed
on
interest
conin the matter, but accompanied the ofh- Keen. The rate of
V. C.—Ernest J. Mattor.
cers to South Pari· without
capital varies from the two per cent of H. P.—George W. Wlnelow.
came your way, in
chance
If
η
business
various
bonds
M.
Bmwell.
good
nil Saturday be was arraigned before government
V. H .—Fran*
up through
M. of It.—Merton L. Kimball.
is
the shape of a pit ce of property or a share in a
Judge Jones of the Norway Municipai lines of industry until the farmer
Κ of E.—George L. Curtla.
we
S
1-2
the
on
who
found.
average
reached,
pays
Court, and probable cause was
S. H.—Georgo I. Wheeler.
thriving business, it would be very nice to write
W. H.—Harold A. Anderson.
Judge Jones bound him over ta the sum per cent. The farmers of France and
as
or fire
If
sickness
amount.
the
for
means
out
a
eheck
W. C.—W. McDanlels.
of $000, and as this would mean. caeù Germany, and some other European
Ens —Alton L. Curtis.
it would be nice to have
invaded
home,
your
bail in ench a case, he was unable to fu , countries, borrow at 3 1-2 to 4 1-2 per
as
Esq.— Charles H. Seavey.
nice to have
1st K. G·—Fred Allen.
nish it, at that time at any rate, and is cent, through cooperative credit associamoney in the bank. It would be
2d G.—George A. Maxim.
tions, which issue bonds, secured on the
what
might happen,
money in the bank, no matter
Mrs. Walter Pride will entertain the
to Parker's statement, the real estate of the members.
because it is a safe-guard against possible old
A good start has been made in this members of Mt. Hope Kebekah Lodge at
shooting was actually done by a man
age or sickness and POVERTY".
named Miller, who bas not yet been country in cooperative banking for rural her home at Norway Lake Thursday
benefit, through the Jewish Agricultural afternoon and evening at a basket picnic.
found.
Mr. and Mrs. Ilenry P. Boody are at
Ladies* Suite and Coats.
and Industrial Aid Society of New York,
l)o YUUlt banking with US.
Ordination of Rev. Ray A. Chapman. which has strikingly exemplified the the Stuart cottage. They were married
aiul less.
What we have left at half
account.
check
on
interest
cent
*2
We pay
per
Rav Andrews Chapman, a native of benefits of such work by furnishing at Westbrook Aug. let. Mrs. Boody,
was
for
Bethel, for some time a "aident of. loans at reasonable rates to Jewish ap- formerly Myrtle Blackwood,
Ladies' Silk, Wool and Wash Dresses
of
South Paris and a
plicants in twenty-eight states and four years assistant in the high school,
Savings Department Connected with
at a saving of
33 1-3 per cent and in some cases
was
subone
and Mr. Boody for
Canada.
year
High School, was ordained July
a
at
even
the
The results accomplished
greater saving.
master.
by
as pastor of the Congregational church
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.
71
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Drake entertained
vt. Mr. Chapman graduated Jewish society were gone into in some
some
Suits.
Linen
and
he
the
Mr.
Natural
detail
at
the
McKeeo,
gave
last spring from the Bangor Theological
by
cottage, "Weymouth,11 Friday
to 13.00,
Seminary. There were present at the other illustrations, several of them in following guests:
three left. Values from
Only
Mr. and Mrs. Silas II. Burnham and Mr. and
council nineteeu delegates fron a num· Maine, and in this section of it, showiog
3.95 each.
u„r of churches in Vermont and New how much the farmer is at the mercy of Mrs Joseph L. Burnham of Lincoln, Neb.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. SldeHngerof Boston, Mass.
from All Soul. Co°g.«.- the money lender. In conclusion he
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
Wallacc Drake of North Weymouth, Maes.
Wash Dress Skirts.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Home, Lewlaton,
,i„nal church ol Bangor, proIe»eor Eu- said, the movement for cooperative
One lot colored skirts, worth $t.oo,
59 cents
credit associations will not start itself. Me
Dr. and Mrs. Fred E. Drake. Rev. and Mrs.
of 25 to 33 1-3 per cent.
each. Others at a
There must be leaders, and it is to be Robert J. Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Herman L.
hoped that this matter will be consider- Home, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Holmes, Mildred
Children's Coats at about Hall Price.
and discussed, especially in the Holmes, Elizabeth Beal, Norway.
ed
was Drofusely decorated with ·ΐ0ΜΓ*'°·
granges. The way to have cooperative Beans baked in the ground were part of
Children's Colored Cotton Wash Dresses
a most bountiful dinner.
The examination was in no sense contro- credit associations is to have them.
Greene
of
work
at
Stetson
hie
Master
S.
has
closed
and
inC.
Butwell
State
Arthur
was
but
put in at just Half Price.
comprehensive
versial,
Blotted the program with a very brief the Blue Store, and is devoting his time
Children's Rompers.
served in the chapel,.«d i reference to a few of the problems which to farming and milk route business.
it is well for the Grange to consider.
Leslie Gibson, the ten-year-old son of
at 25 to 33 1-3 per cent lees
the ordination service >n the
The
Consider this credit problem in your H. £. Gibson, fractured the bones of bis
A large congregation wa
»an at 7:30.
than regular price.
A choir of twenty voices sang. granges. Then the road problem. Un- left arm Saturday, while attempting to
less we keep watch and act together, stop the boat at the landing.
Rev. Dr. Merrill, who was moderator "
Knit and Muslin Underwear.
Superintendent of schools True C.
the council and gave theoh»rge to the the first of our stato money under the
Odd lot and broken sizes put in at about half
the
sevon
Morrill aud wife have been in town
neoole said of the ordination service bond issue will be expended
it'was the most largely attended of pleasure and not the commercial basis. eral days during the week. Mr. Morrill
Hosiery.
of This money wai to be spent equitably in has boon attending to school work.
be had yet seen - a
One lot ladies' 50-cent lace lisle hose, all sizes at
ill the counties of the state. The road
L. M. Keene of Kittery, for some
the size, and that it excelled for its all
problem begins at the farmer's front weeks assisting Harry Downing in the
round interest.
19 cents per pair.
gate, and his benefit should begin there. building of his cottage, has returned to
Reuben B. Coburn.
Children's Jersey Knit Pants.
Then the water powers of the state his home.
Mrs. Free land Yonng and Grace D.
at 15 cents
Reuben B. Coburn, for many years a should be conserved, and used to generOne lot all sizes, regular 25 cent
we
ate electricity for the benefit of all the Calkins were with frieuds at Bryant's
resident of Soroerville, Mass., dled a
per
people, not for a few monied corpora- Pond the first of the week. Miss Calkins returned to her home in Lowell,
tions.
Then the
transportation problem. Mass., upon their return.
There la no reason why it should cost
William W. Twombly and wife re- us
to
cents
ship a barrel of apples turned to Roxbury, Mass., Sunday, after
seventy
Printed Lawns.
icross the water, nor why the railroads a two weeks' visit with Mr. Twombly's
for dresses.
and dark colors
rates
their
re
be
and
brother.
to
should
him
mother
freight
increasing
till falling health compelled
Walter Smith of Portland is the asRegular 10-cent
Nearly half a eeo'ury ago and taking the increase out of the
aprons, girls' and misses' wear.
linqnlsh
farmers.
sistant at the National Bank during Miss
he married M-ss Martha
now 5 cents per yard.
goods,
These and other problems will never Pike's vacation and assistant cashier |
ren bv whom he is survived, he le also
be solved till you and I and all other Fred E. Smith's sickness.
Colored Figured Dress Muslins,
NATURAL LINEN DRESSES and
Ed C. Winslow. for some time clerk at I
good citizens realize the necessity of our
NATURAL LINEN SUITS of beet
2S inchee wide, 12 1-2 cent quality, now 7 cents
personal attention and effort and co- Η. B. Foster's clothing store, olosed his
SKIRTS at a Rood liberal discount.
$5.98
now
$3.25;
lu
solution.
suits,
their
$6.50
per
work with the store Saturday.
operation
quality,
2 oclo«
Mrs. Annie Cole Wilson and daughter I
LADIES' AND MISSES' WHITE
dauibttr jo.t
Voiles and Cords
99.
Silk
Ratine
MOTHERS! HAVE TOUR CHILDREN
$2
suit·,
are
guests
Dorothy of Hartford, Conn.,
WORMS?
DRESSES of Voile, Batiste and lawn at
that were 22, 25 and 29 cents a
of relative* and friends in town.
15 cents
Are they foveriab, restless, nervous,
George A. Kenerson bas accepted a I
LADIES' DUSTERS AND AUTO clean up prices.
Baptist church, officiating.
per
tt
irritable, dizzy or constipated? Do tbey position at the dowel mill of W. O.
was in Woodlawn Cemetery, Everett,
COATS marked down 25 to 33$ per cent.
oontinually pick their nose or grind their Emmons at Greenwood city.
Mas·.
One lot of 25c short Kimonos, assortRipplettes and Plisse.
teeth? Have they cramping pains, IrregH. D. Smith and wife bave returned |
The 15-cent quality at 11 cents per yard.
and
ed styles
patterns, your choice 19c.
SUFFERED ECZEMA FIFTY YEARS- ular and ravenous appetite? These are from a visit with their son at VinalbaTWO CORDUROY DRESSES, blue
all signs of worms. Worms not only ven.
NOW WELL.
GIXGIIAMS
AND
PERCALES,
Rev. Caroline E. Angell of Freeport is ]
oause your child suffering, bnt stunt Its
a long time to endure the
Seem·
ami browç, were 912.50, now $6.25.
Give
"Kickapoo
mind and growth.
the guest of S. B. and Z. S. Prince dureach
email
lot
of
Ginghams, 7Jc, Per«<»>
and
rekills
It
once.
at
Killer"
ber
vacation.
Worm
ing
cales Sic.
moves the worms, improves your child's
Sadie E. Booker of Athol, Mass., enLADIES' SUITS that were $15.00 to
Ec»».· S«m.
and
liver
stomach,
gaged in the millinery business there, is
also that Dr. Hobsons Ectema appetite, regulates
SHIRT WAISTS, small lot of Muslin
bowels. The symptoms disappear and in town.
123 00, now $5 00 to $9 00.
your child is made happy and healthy,
and
Voile values up to $1.40, your choice
No
for
or
"Had
years.
Indigestion
dyspepsia
All droggists or by
as nature intended.
appetite, and what I did eat distressed me ter
MISSES' SILK FOULARD DRESS- 49c. Small lot Silk Waists at clean-up
25c.
mail,
Burdock Blood Bitters reached the
rlbly.
tour Vt.
cause."—J. II. Walker, Sunbury, Ohio.
Kickapoo Iodian Medicine Company
...tap which has troubled
ES in assorted colors, jour choice, $4 49 prices.
St. Louis, Mo.
All drogRl.tt, Philadelphia, Pa.
When baby suffers with eczema or some Itchfifty
skin trouble, use Doan's Ointment. A little
ing
James A. Deerlng of the Ridge road, or it
goes a long way and It Is safe for children.
North Bath, died on the 2d, aged 63 90c a box at all stores.
Philadelphie I'.. years, 9 months. He died from the reS<.
Store Closed Friday Afternoons during July and August
NOTICE.
sult of injuries received three weeks ago
A little out of our line but we happen to have them
tbe
celemarked
Imnoslng ceremonies
the
from a load of bay. He was a In the District Court of the United States for
falling
by
three
Harbor
In
at
Bar
Maine.
days
during
District of
bration
Bankruptcy.
and want to close them out and we shall have no more :
native of Liverpool, England. He was In the matter of
)
o. last week of the three nundredtb anIn
and
also
T.
fish
business
in
the
MARSHALL
WALKER,
Bankruptcy.
J
79 cents per dozen
niversary of tbe establishment of tbe engaged He Is survived
of Denmark, Bankrupt.)
"
44
by » wife and To the
farming.
creditors of Marshall T.Walker, In the
Catholic church In Maine, the mtaa,°?
Pint
-75
one daughter.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
St Sauveur having been inaugurated
44
14
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2nd day of
i-a Pint
57
place in 1613 The beautiful gran- MINISTER PRAISES THIS LAXA- Aug. A. D. 1013. tne
said Marshall T. Walker
44
44
cburcb, built in 1908 9. and dedicated
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
50
TIVE.
4-ounce
was
meeting of nls creditor· will be held at the office
to the "Most Holy Redeemer,
in of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
of
H.
Stubenvoll
la.,
Rev.
Allison,
the
cérémonies.
blessed as a part of
ONE PRICE CASH STORE.
Maine, on the 20th day of Aug., A. D. 1913. at 10
praising Dr. King's New Life Pills for o'clock
s
at which time tho said
In the
writes:—"Dr. King's New creditors may forenoon,
We will sell you a $10 suit for 17 .50.
attend, prove their claims, appoint
MAINE
transact
NORWAY,
Can you afford to go without a new salt, Life Pills are suob perfect pilla no home a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and come
be
should be without them. No better such other business as may properly
p. H. Noyee Co.
fore said meeting.
regulator for tbe liver and bowels. South Parts, Aug. 2,191S.
Clothing repaired, dyed, cleaned, Every pill guaranteed. Try them. Prloe
WiLTKR L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
81-33
P.H.NojeaCo.
2δο. at the Chaa. H. Howard Co.

ChOn

reg-1

v-

meeting

sided. Several patriotic songs were sung
by tbe audience, under the lead of G. W.
Q. Perham of Bryant's Pond.
The first speaker was N. P. Hull of
Dimondale, Mich., lecturer of the
National Grange. Mr. Hull is a very
pleasing speaker, bis talk being illuminated by story and pleasantry to an
agreeable degree, and also containing a
lot of meat. He devoted his time to
considering the purposes and work of
the Grange.
Doubtless we all think, said he, that
this is the best county in the best state
in tbe Union. Now I will promise to
give any man this whole county, yes,
more, this whole state—on the condition
that be will live in it alone. Man does
not live that way. He wants the society
and the help of his fellows. That is the
reason for the Grange.
The Grange is a great organization of
men and women formed to do for themselves and the industry of agriculture by
working together what they could not
accomplish by working as individuals.
We could never raise a barn frame i{
each man was tugging at a separate timber that he could not lift. But when we
organize under leaders and all lift together, up goes the frame. We could
never have had even civilization without

H.,

report^ae

■

»

Association at Central Park on Wednesday finally can,β ont in fair number·,
and moat certainly the meeting was not
wanting in patriotic interest; nor did it
lack anything of the social quality characterizing assemblies in which quite a
fraction of the number are old soldiers
or members of their families.
It had been learned that the Relief
Corps of Oxford expected to attend in a
body, and it was supposed that the
president of the association, C. T. Wardwell of Oxford, would appear with the
people from that town. But no one
came from Oxford, and as the vicepresidents of the association were also
absent, the business meeting of the association in the forenoon was called to order, on suggestion of some of those
present, by Franklin Maxim of South
Paris.
The records were read by the secretary, Mrs. A!ta Sheen of Norway, and
Treasurer A. M. True of Bethel reported
the amount in the treasury the same as
last year, $9.30, with the addition of a
few cents in dividends from the Bethel
Savings Bank.
Officers for the coming year were
chosen by nomination from the floor as
follows:
President—A. H. Hutchinson, Bethel.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. Κτ& L. Fogg, Norway;
Mrs. L. A. Bounds, South Paris.
Secretary—Mr#. Alu Sheen, Norway.
Treasurer—A. M. True, Bethel.
E.
Press Correspondent—Arthur
Forbes,

next

Misa Lacy B. Getchpll of Exeter, N.
i> the gueet of Mr. and Mr·. Eugene
F. Smith at the Alexander near Gibson
With a day or a week more needed on Grove.
Ira Harriman, for a long time Norsome farm· to finish haying, the farmers
left their field· and came oat in good way1· principal milk dealer, baa notified
numbers Thursday to attend the field bia many customers tbat he will disconlet.
meeting of the State Orange held at the tinue bia milk buaineaa on Sept.
This is Bia extenalve farm intereata and the
Oxford Coonty fair grounds.
farm are
one of the regular annual series of meet- great scarcity of help on the
ings held uuder the auspices of tbe reasons given.
Rapid progreaa ia being made by the
State Orange, with a program of speakwork. The
ing arranged by the State Master, on several crews on the sewer Main
Street
topics pertaining to the work of tbe moat difficult excavation on
The
organization. Like those of previous baa aomewbat retarded the woçjc.
of the work haa been done,
years, this one was well attended by bardeat part
members of tbe order and others from a it is expected.
The Angnat term of the Norway Municonsiderable territory, something like
400 people being present at the after- cipal Court waa held by Judge Jonea on
Tueaday, the 4th inat.
noon exercises.
The Modern Woodmen of America of
Though tbe speakers of tbe day arrived on the forenoon trains, there was no Norway and vicinity are planning for
set program until after dinner, but tbe their annual field day. It will be a moat
time was spent very socially, as is al- pleasant outing.
Ray Pratt hasunoved from Norway to
ways tbe case when Grangers meet. A
picnic dinner was eaten on the grounds, Oxford, where be will open a barber
coffee being made in the Lovejoy booth shop.
Frank N. Barker, M. D., ia rapidly refor the crowd.
At tbe afternoon meeting H. £. Jlllson, covering from bia injuriée. He ia able
master of Oxford Pomona Grange, pre- to attend to hia practice in a large meaaMEETING.

placed
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Hebron, Maine.

The union services of the Methodist
and Baptist churches, which have been
held for the past two weeks at the
Baptist church and conducted by Rev.
C. I Spear, will ior the next two Sundays he held at Deering Memorial
Church, aud will be conducted by Kov.
E. A. Davie.

lainuvu.

Ρ

»

I3TEBE8TIX9

THE BEST PAIN KILLER.
Backlen's Arnica Salve when applied
AU kinds of insurance
by
to a cut, braise, sprain, burn or scald, or
other injury of the skin will immediately
Co.
&
J
W.
of
Ε. E. Chamberlain
remove all pain.
Clinton, Me., says:—"It robs cuts and
After
I, 1913» Stanley
of
their terrors. As a
other injuries
Wheeler will be taken into the firm
exist."
don't
its
equal
healing remedy
Wheeler & Co.,
Will do good for you. Only 25c. at of W.
Chas. H. Howard Co.

Hebron

The Philathea class of the Baptist
■λ
i amond, much heavier than Sunday School will hold their annual
picnic with the president, Mrs. Lester
π used there before, has arrived
..*·
r ssinç of the steam
and elec- West, Wednesday, Aug. 13. Teams will
leave the Andrews House at 9 o'clock
ads at Hicks Crossing.
t:
sharp. If rainy Wednesday, they will go
P.
V
H. A. Morton. Miss Julia
Thursday.
Miss
and
A. Record
M
>n, Mrs. C.
Wm. Farrington Morton and eon Will
C Crockett are spending a week
Morton of Connecticut, who are stopa: Mrs. Morton'· camp at Shagg Pond.
were here Sunday
ping at Waterford,
I ward W. Shaw and family, with and called at N. D. Bolster's. The elder
M -«s I.izzie Muzzy and Miss Marion Morton is a cousin of the late J. J. Mora: k,
spent a few days last week a? ton of South Paris, and was here to look
ti.arle· Titcomb's camp at Hall's Pond. the old place over.
There will be a dance at Academy
All members and friends of Deering
nail, Paris Hill, Friday evening, Aug. Memorial church who are interested in
:
Admission 25c each. All cordially the serving of meals at the county fair
uvited. Music by four piece orchestra. are
retjuested to meet at the church
Treasurer (.»<*>. C. Fernald of the Paris this Monday evening at 7:30 to make
Trnst Co. i9 at Buckti^ld for two weeks plans. Please remember this includes
-e

Although

GIVE

INSURANCE.

NORWAY.

National Qraagt Officer»

TALKS AT FIELD

will be held at tbe
same place on the first Wednesday in
August, 1014, according to the vote of
the association.
A picnic dinner was eaten, with coffee
furnished by Brown Corps of Bethel, aud
a social hour was enjoyed.
Mr. Maxim also presided at the afternoon session, for which no special program had been arranged, but which was
occupied largely by speeches and reminiscences. Several war songs were also
»ung by the audience, with Mrs. Chute
»t the piano, and there was a duet by
Kranklin Maxim and Gilman Whitman.
Col. Wm. T. Eustis of Sonth Paris
urged tbe training of the children in
patriotism, and rejoiced in a reunited

■

V ,:,'aret A. Baker is taking her
fr >m the office of W. J. Wheelaad is spending the time at

TRIOTIC association's pbogbam.

The

■>

4

PA-

South Paris.
Entertainment Committee—Mr*. Eva L. Fogg,
Mr*. L. A. Rounds, Grlnflll Stuart, Gllman
Whitman, Mrs. Alta Sheen, Mrs. J. W. Chute.

Miss Maud Douglass is spending a
Jones and granddaughter
\V:lbur are in Portland for a short time with Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
W. Walker. Gilbert at Canton, returning home with
i» to visit Mrs. W.
if* «
them when they called here on Sunday.
and
daughter. Mies
1
A. Young
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Ordway entertained
the
been
have
spead:cg
onug,
a party of friends at their home Satur; visiting relatives io Leeds and
day evening. Three tables were tilled
Belfast.
at Rook, and light refreshments were
η ^turtevant, who has been
y
served.
f reiatives here for some
Extensions of the concrete sidewalk
ae.i Wednesday to her home
„
on Western Avenue now make one conin Rome.
tinuous piece from the house of H. L.
Urown and son Lyman of Swan on the south
V
to that of Ε. B. Dean
Mass, are guest· at J. A. on the oorth.
of
is
a
cousin
Brown
Mrs.
\
Guests at A. E. Morse's are Mrs. WalMrs. Kinaey.
ter Leach (formerly Miss Minnie Morse)
s
A. L. Holmes have been and
4-,
daugater Nancy of Minneapolis.
at Shagg Pond for the past Mrs. Ε. M.
.· ,'i
;
Stevens and eon Alvin of
of
their
1
son.
the
atfamily
(*w
Lynn are expected there early this week.
-'..''S.
H\ fC
Rev. C. I. Spear and a portion of his
V
McAlister and family
family will spend about ten days at the
·-<
·.
32 their vacation with
Benj.imin Swett cottage on PennesseeM
M; arents, Mr. and Mrs. wassee Lake.
The two oldest sons,
0. Ε Larrows.
Philip and Wesley, will visit in Westwe of S'oneham, Mass., brook and Portland.
V
uald of Paw racket, R I.,
ι:
Intentions of marriage are recordfor a few days at C.
ed at the office of the town clerk by
i:s
'A
lister's.
M
Ε
Burr Frank Jones of South Paris and
\

THE

COUBSE,

Alton C. Wheeler is having electric the people who attended the annuel
lights installed in his house on Porter meeting of the Oxford County Patriotic

a Ac irews id viditinic relative*
ji,,
for a few day·.
iB l veil
A Hooper of Boeton is a
x
;I Λ. ,'ao<M 5. Wright'·.
\·
iQt„
of Portland has been
y rt 1 garland
the past week at N. G. Elder'·.

ip;a Img

Stat· and

ΒωίηβΜ, Sons· and Speeches,

I. E. Andrew·.

Υδτεη

NORWAY.
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MAINE.
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WORKS WONDERS

For Worms in Children.
The diseases of childhood are often
hard to interpret. A nervous condition,
restless at night, an abnormally largo
appetite or sometimes none, may indiIn such cases a teaspoonful of "L. P." Atwood's Medicine at
night and a small dose before a light
breakfast the following morning is
harmless, and will settle all donbt about
worms being the cause.
Many mothers
One of them
already know this.
writes:—''My little boy, aged 6, has
never been without "L. P." Atwood's
Medicine since he was two, and I have
found it invaluable for Worms, Con-

cate

Tobacco That Comos To You
Cut Up, Comes Dried Up
Nature

intended anything she grows to be cut
before it is used. Everybody knows that

never

up until just
food should be fresh—and

so

should tobacco.

Sickle Plug comes to you fresh—with all the original
flavor and moisture pressed into the plug. You slice up
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first—because the natural
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. The chopped-up
tobacco that comes in packages cannot
hot and scorching.

smoking

Try

a

plug of Sickle today—get

having
package
by smoking fresh tobacco.
no

to pay

more

for—and get

worms.

stipation, etc."

Mrs. Ade'.bert E. Jellison, Franklin, Me.
"
Atif you have never used "L. F.
wood's Medicine, write for a free sam35 cents for a large bottlo at all

ple.

stores.

"L. P." MEDICINE CO.. Portland. Me.
W1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I 11111111 1

help getting dry,

I
The Factory Beautiful.
How. John Rnakin would rejoice at the I
tbe United
new· from Cbloego that
Oorreepondenoe on topic· of lute» to Um ladle. State* Steel Corporation waa going to I
U solicited. Address: Mltor HOMBunu
to turn Ita planta into Spotless!
Colcvh. Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me try
Towna! Hla waa a τοίοβ crying in the I
wlldernesa over the way modern indna· I
I
How to Clean FUh DUhes.
try bad befouled tbeatreama of Snglaod,
Tbe brave little lady who Inaugurated obicured the aky and converted green I

HOMEMAOES" COLUMN.

tobacco, by
enjoyment

the egg crusade last winter in Philadelphia, thereby bringing dpwn the coat of
there
eggs at once, tod holding them
the entire winter by sale· at public
homea
careful
squares and in hotne·, la
ia
keeper and mother; and from her
obtained the following useful hint about
overcoming the smell and taste of fish.
Chatting about the difficulty of cleaning utensils used for frying and baking
fish, and keeping sliver absolutely free
of it with little effort, ahe remarked that
hot water with plenty of mustard would
speedily purify *11 such pans and kettlca
and silver. Qround mustard 1s not expensive and the fact that mustard added
to bolliog water will do tbe work is
worth knowing, since many object to
patent cleansers.
Mustard is al«o a good remedy for
earth of house-plants.
worms in the
Γο burn off baking-pan over a hot fire is
ta^te, after
one remedy for the fishy
washing It with strong soda water.

Denatured Alcohol.
Hundreds of women in our smaller

more

At all dealers.

towns and rural districts have been privileged merely to read and to dream of
he manifold appliances made possible
through the use of electricity and gas
Γο tho aid of these hitherto restricted
housewives comes the new fuel, de-

natured alcohol.

LADIES' OXFORDS

fields into mountains of rubblab.
Now cornea the ateel company propoaing to aboliah tbe grimy workabop, even I
for one of the moat grimy of Industrie·;
to clear up all tbe dirt and refuie about
tb© plaot·, to reduce tbe smoke as far m 11
may be, and defy dirt, not by
ment, bat by white paint, which puta
And itdoea thia,
neatness j>n lu mettle.
not In tbe name of art and beauty, but of 1
practioal efficiency and safety.
Therein ia the hope of making
manufacturing town leaa often than it ia
of tbe earth. The aaha defilement
■trewn mill yard, the dirt-atained faotory
walla, tbe aewage-laden atream, the
refuse-pi led vacant Iota among tumbledown laborer·' cottagea are an eoonomic
crime. They mean waste»uninteiligence, I
slovenly work, depression and consequent bad habita among the workmen,
which in the end the industry paya for. 11
Quick dividende may come out of dirt I
and disorder, but at the coat of human
character, and no industry is on a sound I
moral or even bu*lne«e basis which does
not tnake for the happiness and advancing civilization of those whose lives it I
puts into its product*.
The grime of industry i* nine-tenth*
merely a liadition of («loveliness,
Those who I
ed through ignorance.
dream of the pmuihility of doing the
bulk of thu world's work without iltHlingibe earth or blinding tin· woikeia
with the "hell colored tnmke of
factories" are really tbe prophets of

J

I

conceal-1

the!

here and
Warm weather will soon be
of Oxfords, my stock
you will need a pair
has many styles and qualities.

gasoline

furnishes free of charge
only a few of many

and Banfort Sandals.

checking

W. 0. Froth ingham,

pflMsnc

$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per square

Maine.

from

J

SOLD ONLY BY

RoofiNG

S. P. Maxim & Son
South Paris,

Maine.

•

•.

11
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•'rhout together with the help of It*
ΦΙΙ^ Bmluesa, Shorthand and Telegraphy Courte» of tht*
of young Men and Women
Punition Impartaient ha* been the mean* of starting thousands
W hat It has done for others It Is reasonWor;d.
Huelne*»
In
the
carter
a
succe»»ful
to
road
on the
Portland,
Bangor and Augusta
Kiee
for
Write
Catalogue.
able to suppose It can <lo for you.
Summer School at South Casco.
Treasurer,
I».
HA
liangor, Maine.
G.
iï-SS
K1>ËN,
K. L. SUAW, President, Portland, Maine.
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that follows a course mapped out for It and keeps increaslng Its advertising as the businees demands it until the mail-

|

ness

■

•.

Tl·

cauuot spurt much aud
win. A business career that goes
by tits and starts will nut pay so
well in the long run as a busiYou

'olera'-1

||
11

|

reached. There le a ·}
II maximum for a small business |·
■

mum

Is

11 beyond

which it is not economy
Urookllne
to
go.

policy
! ! Chronicle.
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or
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Our columns furnish the key
to successful advertising In
this community.
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ffShoe Polishes
LARGEST VARIETY

FINEST QUALITY

j

Visit Our

a .22 calibre rifle, single shot
find that many well known crack
•hots started with a Remington-UMC .22. Their advice now would be "By all means, get a Remington-UMC
because they know that there is a tendency in some
as only Ma small
quarters to look upon these models
be
boy'a rifle" and to cheapen them so that they can
•old at a price.
valu· m

buy

YOUrepeater—you'll
aro

going

to

or

Y ou Καν· juat aa much right to expect full shooting
aa in your $73 big game rifle.
jrour .22 calibr· arm
at from (3 to $6, .22.
You want the Remington-UMC single shot
the famous
.23-10 or -32 calibra, made by the same people who make

Remington-UMC Autoloading
Or. if

Rifles.

-CUT EDGE" the only ladies'shoe drewtsc that
positively contains Oil. Blai ks ai.d Polishes ladies'
and children'» l><*its and shoes, shines wlthool rate·
bln«.S5c. TSEICS GLOSS." l"c.
"STU" combination for cleaning and polliklae til
kindsuf ru4sftoruu shot.-, lue. DANDY"size,û5c.
"QUICK weirr* in liquid form wit h * ponpejaulek·
tjrdeans and whilcns dirty canvas sho««. lue. 126c.
"ALSO" deans and whitens BUCK. NUBUCI.
SUEDE, uud CANVAS SHOLS. In round white cakes
packed in sine bnxre, wi'li sponge, 10e. In hand»
some, larfc alamiunm boxes, with sponge, 25c.
IfjourdMUtr does not k «···!» tho kind you w ant.
price in stamp* for full nx* puckace. charges paid·
WHITTEMORE BROS. 4 CO.,

the

20·2β Albany Strsot, Cambridge, Mm,
Tkt Ohl'it at·'? 1 nvsest flfatmra· turers of
Shut Poliikei

ro<

Remington Arma-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
New Ye»»
I
299 Broadwsr

i.i

the World.

A WOMAN'S DAY

It begins early, and ends late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on her feet, «he often haa
kidney trouble without knowing it. She
has backache. It is hard for her to get
up in the morning, she is so tired and
worn out. She does not sleep well, has
appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too.

âpoor

Foley

Kidney Pills
that,

We ban just received a Car Load el these Trucks.
large lot of

We still have a

Farm Machinery.
Cement Blocks and Brick
For Building Purposes.

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
SOUTH

À King

PARIS,

Kineo

MAINE.

Range Free !

will cure all
and make her again
STRONG, WELL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kidney Pilla at the nearest
drug store and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
and do more. The genuine Foley Kidney

Pills

aro

sold only in the yellow package,
South Paris.

λ. K. SUURTLKKK A CO.,
4. K. NKWKLL A CO.,

Paria.

Keeley

Treatment
For Liquor, Opium, Morphiio

Drug Using.

and other

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the beat because
we keep up to date alwaya

NO
Methods rational and human·.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
We hare remedies which cure the

Tobacco Habit and Nerrou—»« at boa·
without interfering with business.
Send for Free Booklet.

All Correspondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151 Congress Street,

Portland. Maine

TlLCPHON· 2224
26-39

Pianos

Organs

during

The person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY,
on or

free

a

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each
HOBBS' VARIETY
a

receipt

counted

as

STORE

or

coupon will be given valued
such in the final count.

or

25 cents from either
S. J. RECORD & SON,

purchase amounting
as

to

5 of the advertisements, to be

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block, South Paris. [

t

MAINE,

NORWAY,

GOODS

FANCY

sale

MRS. L. C. SMILEY.

Saturday Evening

HIGH GRADE PRINTING

ATHERTON STORE

Is the kind that is worth while.
It is the kind done at the Oxford

practicability

tiret Darned article», ia a convenience,
in the family where coffee
forme the foundation for breakfast.
The chafing dish in rapidly filling a
long-felt uncial need with the hostest*
who has be· η obligtd to depend alone
upon her kitchen range for cooking. II
to deserving of more common use, foi
aotbmg can exceed its cosy comfort at
the family supper table. Many creamod and escalloped dishes, which for reason» of liante or convenience are prepared ic the kitchen, are much improved when served from the chafing dish;
have the hot water pan liberally supplied, and (he second helping of the dish
will be as palatable as the first.
c ntinually
Other conveniences are
making their appearance. The alcohol
lamp, requiring neither wick nor chimney, and iu consequence but a minimum
>f care, a small, portable heater, a eelfheating curiiug iron, and a heated mangle for ironing fiat pieces, are in quite

especially

common

use.

This means, although some of the apare still in the experimental
nage, a new era in the housekeeping of
multitude of homes situated outside
the big commercial center·. The new
fael is being welcomed by many housewives who see through it their dreams

pliances

materializing.

For Luncheon.

wueu

Willie—m,

eent-e?

Pa—When

he

can
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η

say
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"Nay,"

my

You who require the beet and purest
(jet
medicine see that you
Foley's
Hooey aod Tar Compound in preference
colds,
to any other for all coughs,
hoarseness,
tickling
croup, asthma,

throat and other throat and lung troubles.
It is a strictly high grade family medicine, aod only approved drugs of first
quality are used in its manufacture. It
gives the best résulte, and contains no
opiates. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
Paris; 8. E. Newell & Co., Paris.

"Hany started to propose to me la·'
but hie voice btuck in his throat."

oight,

"Well?"
"It was all right, though. I could see
his lips moving and knew what be was

trying

to

say.1'

Sometimes the symptoms of kldne>
»nd bladder trouble are so plain no oni·
Backaohe, weak and
can mistake them.
lame back with soreness over the kiddull
neys, sharp pains, rheumatism,
headache, and disturbed sleep, are all indications of a trouble that Foley Kidney
Pill· will relieve quickly aod permanently. Try them. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Pari·; S. E. Newell & Co., Pari·.

An appetizing dish for luncheon may
The oynlcal person waa standing in
be quickly prepared thus:
an exhibition of local
Try the fat slowly from four slices of front of a part of "Art
Objects."
bacon; reject the bacon; brown deli- art talent labeled
"Well, I suppose Art does object, and
cately in the fat one email thinly sliced
but there doesn't seem
»nlon, then oue gill of cold boiled rice; I can't blame her,
to be any help for it," he finally said.
now add three well-beaten eggs mixed
with three tablespoonfuls of cold water;
KIDNEY TROUBLE BEGAN ÏVITH
pepper and salt to taste; cook slowly; as
A LAME BACK.
it sets, raise the preparation from the
sides of the pan and let the soft part run
J. L. Hack), 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
under; sprinkle over It one gil! of fine- (II., was recently cured of a bad case of
minced ham, tongue or chicken; fold It kidney trouble that started with a lame
<>ver gently; send to table hot, on a back, and says: "I am certainly thanka cure of my kidney
warm platter, garnished with sprigs of ful in getting
trouble by using Foley Kidney Pills."
parsley.
Grated cheese ia nice in place of meat. Try them yourself. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
Covering Mattresses and Pillows.
"Think of that woman's marvelous
Cover mattresses, bolsters and pillows
exclaimed the musical enthusiast.
with white mualin covers, which may be voice!"
"Yes," replied Mr. Cumrox; "but
ripped off and washed twice a year.
her all the credit? Think of
After the pillowa have been thorough- why give
the clean covers are our marvelous ears!"
sunned and

10

from

···.._ The

Postmaster Antoine
for the

All kinds of Sodas—Plain

College

Ices with all the

or

popular

a

terrible

ex-

The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad,
Ky., bad a bad case of kidney trouble
aod they feared ber health was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitobell says,
"She was in terrible shape but I got ber
to take Foley Kidney Pills and now she
is completely onred." Women are more
on a warm day.
liable to have kidney trouble than men
Pills a safe,
Biacnita made up the night before, aet and will find Foley Kidney
▲.
in the Ice box over night and baked for dependable and honest medloine.
breakfaat, will be lighter than If made E. Shurtleff Co., Sontb Parla; S. Ε.
and baked at once.
ί Newell ά Co., Pari·.

(

=

Refrigerators.

Cold, Dry Air Kind

··

we

Call

And

See

Them

People
anywhere.

s»y

we eerve

Come in and

the best Sodas and Ice Cream to he fouud
see

if it is not

36 MARKET S61UARE,

so.

SOUTH PARIS, ME

'Phone, 19-21.

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

Cut Flowers

Store

The
SOUTH

Bolster Co.

Dayton

N.

10

cents

MAINE

PARIS,

CASTORIA
Thi Kbi Yh Han Always Bought

°<

ι

Plants

At the Greenhouse,

Ukt/ftéucZM

E. P. CROCKETT,
SOUTH

FLORIST.
MAINE.

PARIS,

How Are You GoingTo Cook

This Summer?

If you

service

want

cool, quick

use a

noη

II I i I II· ilII I II

Oil Cook-stove

Always ready for

use.

No coal, smoke or ashes.
Food cooked better, every-

body happier.

Made with 1, 2, 3 and 4
burners.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
of New York

cared by Foley Kidney Pills.1'

perience at the beach.
Bella—Yes, I was rescued from drowning by another girl.

an J

5

Fruits ar.d Sauces 5 and

regularities,

Stella—I bear you had

book.

PRICES $7.00, 8.50, 11.50, 14.50.

with Ice Cream 5 cents.

Delorla, Gardner,
guldanoe of those

A. E.
8hartleff Co., Sontb Paris; S. E. Newell
A Co., Paris.

a

cents.

and bladder Irand says "From my own experience I can reoommend Foley Kidney
Pills. My father also was cured of kidney disease, and many neighbors were
troubled with kidney

card to

have sold for 15 years.
Have always given satisfaction.

The kind

busy place these days

girl's lips.

lllcb., speaks

a

The Baldwin

Manager

aired,
ly
quickly and easily sewed on agaia.
TAR"
"TALES OF HONEY AND
This method keeps the ticking clean
FROM WEST AND EAST.
and saves the expense of renewing it
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
frequently as otherwise wonld have to
be done. The appearance of the bolster gives universal satisfaction, and I use
and pillows is much improved aa the only Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
muslin covers keep them in shape and for my children." E. C. Rhodes, Midprevent the stripes of the ticking from dleton, Ga., writes, "I had a racking la
showing through the cases.
grippe cough and finally got relief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Two Desserts from One Pineapple. Use no other in your family and refuse
Get a nice large pineapple; cnt off the substitutes. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South
Paris.
top; wash and wash it thoroughly to Paris; S. E. Newell A Co.,

fingers.
Put parings,

Everything:,

Democrat office.

Our Soda Fountain
is

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

BOWKER BLOCK,

At the

From 7:30 to 10.

price.

catalog.

,.·

AND

OPEN AN ACCOUNT HERE

Organs

right

payable anywhere, at prices
cheaper than Post Office nd
draw checks on all the princi-

We Invite You to

eyes and core in an agate
pan, cover with one and a half piota of
cold water and allow to atand for two
hours or more; brlog alowlj to boiling
point, then aimmer for fifteen minutes;
strain and measure the liquid; to one
pint use the strained juice of one lemon,
Second hand Pianos and
a aoant half pint of granulated sugar, a
for sale at a
Two square pinch of salt, and one tableapoonful of
dissolved In two
pianos I will sell at low price. A granulated gelatine,
tablespoonfula of cold water; the pinelot of second hand organs that I will
apple most be returned to the fire ao It
sell at any old
Come in and will boil up once, then add the diaaolved
gelatine; do not cook It after the gelasee them.
tine goea in, butatir until It is dissolved;
add the sugar and lemon juice, also;
New PiaiiOfl, Stools Scarfs,
cool, then tut io the refrigerator nntll
Instruction Books, Player pia- set; now beat the mixture until light
and frothy; aerve very cold with a little
nos always in stock at prices of
the pineapple on each aaucer, plain or
that are
whipped cream, or a thin cuatard. Thla
dessert is refreshing after a heavy dinSend for
ner, and eapeoially nioe with lady Sogers

bargain.

towns

Began Friday, July 18

takeoff every particle of duet; dry It;
Kitty—Isn't It a most fortunate thing?
pare, and remove eyes; grate it very
Ethel—What?
coarse, add sugar, mix and put It in a
Kitty—That people can't read the
glass bowl; set the bowl on ice to chill;
klrses that have been printed upon a
serve ice cold with sponge cake or lady

and

Orders

SUMMER MILLINERY

Big 5c Furniture Sale,

R. O. PORTER,

Rifles—Big in Quality

Money

ctnt to fifteen cents

OF

NORWAY

The Little

one

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BASK

monthly.

Free Concert Each

Wiutîemorës

We issue

In view of these advantages and conveniences c
any longer ignore the need of do ng you- banking
with the Ohiest and Strongest National Bank ii. (
County ?

the)

recross-1
I

Strong

necessary. These are
shouM open
National Bank.

why you

and
and cities of the world in th currency of ι
countty on which dra*n We lelegraph money to any :
of tl e world, and issue Trav< lei s' Ch. q ics which ;·ιν
identifying and can be re idily cashed anywhere.

pal

weekly

tlalnff.

acount with this

Express Money Orders,

open an acfor this. The rich
| count in any store and make payments when
account
open
convenient. Anybody
here and likewise pay in convenient amounts

i

everything

reasons

If you have money to invest this bank has at all times
safe municipal, county, ral'oad, water and public service
bonds for sale at prices to net a good rate of interest.

Many people have peculiar ideas and some
credit. There is no
hesitancy about buying

High grade and
Economical

Safe

If you do not have a checking account we suggest that
this Bank and erjoy the convenience*
you open one with
which one possesses. Your money is safer here than at
home or in your pocket ; you can always make the exact
change when paying bil s by check ; the check serves a*
receipt and saves paying bills the second time ; there is no
expense to you in carrying on an account, as the Hank

▲ fall line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords, Pumps

South Paris,

Depositary for

iour Money, and
a Convenient Place to Transact Any
Banking Business.

a

$4.00
Ladies' Pat Button Oxfords Patrician
$3.50
Ladies1 Dull Calf Button and Binoher Oxford Patrioian
$3·5<>
Ladies' Russet Button and Blncber Oxford Patrician
S3.00, 3.50
Ladies' Russet Bntton and Blucber Oxford Mayfatr
...
$3.00
l.idieH' Dull Button and Blncber Oxford Mayfair
....
$2.50, 3.00
Russet
and
Pumps
Ladies' Pat Dull Calf
Oxford $a.oo, 2.25, a.50
Ladieit' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Blucber
$1.50
Heels
Rubber
Oxford·
Ladies' Vici

and kerosene have, in
some measure, filled the need of the
in
more satisfactory fueN, but alcohol
fficiency.
this application comes much nearer gas
:han do either. Alcohol is clean and
A home on the Rolling Deep.
neithei
pleasant to handle, leaving over
its
Eccentricities in the ch-.ice of an
-moke nor stain on utensils used
inter- !
on
fiame. it burns without an odor, and is abode are usually conitidered very
this is. A friend of
exceptionally safe to use, there being esting. Certainly
knows
tbe
from
mine
man can
of
lady.
danger
little or no possibility
reason
Sbe is untcarried, moderately wealthy,
explosion.
If it is accidentally spilled, it evaporates charming, and counts summers enough
hair. In
immediately, without leaving mark or to give her the dignity of snowy
folan
can
etain to tell tbe tale. And when it can a time of ill-health a few years ago
her few remain-1
be purchased in the neigbbirhood of lowing the loss of one of
Attbe
across
she sailed
fifty cents per gallon, it is not an expen- ing relatives,
ocean liner·.
sive fuel, if managed with the same care lantic on one of tbe larger
so
was
The trip
pleasaut and health givor
expended in the use of electricity oris gas.
not ing that she did not land, but returned
For all practical purposes, heat
also
That
same
steamer.
al
tbe
the
on
trip
of
obtained by the direct burning
an excellent
cohol, but by means of a burner that was agreeable. She proved
couverts the alcohol to a gas which sailor.
The result waa that she remained
burns with a blue, wickless fiame. The
aboard all summer, crossing and
beat is quick and effective.
The alcohol stove has passed through ing. When winter came ihe bad become
tbe experimental stage and proven its too fascinated with ocean life to turn
arright to exist. Its usual form resembles landswoman again. The company
ranged for her to hold permanently a
a gas plate of one, two or three burners,
raised upon short legs, with the storage stateroom she liked, and ever since she
tank at the back; the tank is not large has lived aboard, quite as if in some hoIt is tel. She get· acquainted with passenis the fuel is consumed slowly.
A Souvenir for you at the Atherton Store
quite attractive enough to be used in gers, chaperoning young girls, visiting
place of the chafing dish, as tbe legs are aick and lonely women, and helping
of nickel, and tbe tank, aluminum. This direct the various aocial event· of eacb
little stove weighs only a few pounds, voyage.
and is easiiy carried wherever desired.
Obliging Her.
It can be purchased for about eight dolThe sweet young thing wu being
lars.
With the alcohol stove before ber on shown through the Baldwin locomotive
the dining or serving table, the hostess works.
"What Is that thing?" she asked,
can prepare a dainty supper, or make
coffee and cook eggs for breakfast, as pointing with her dainty parasol.
"That," answered the guide, "Is an
laintily and comfortably as with the
N->r eugine boiler."
tU"B: approved electrical appliance
The
She was an up-to-date young lady and
is it lesN practical in the kitchen.
heat can be regulated, from a fiame in- at once became interested. "And why
she inquired
t -nse enough for the quick cooking of a do they b· II engines?"
I
steak, to a 'oimmeriug" heat for slow again.
"To make the engine tender," politely
coo kiog
To get the best results when UMiug a toplied the resourc· ful guide.
trying pan over au a.cohol stove, it ie ad
Muffled Knocks.
visable to place a piece of heavy tin
under the pan to distribute tin· heat,
Bobby, you mnsn't put your sticky
otherwise the heat ia too great direc 1) tiogors on Mrs. Kawler'e nice dress; it's
the only silk dress she has."
ver the bu ner and correspondingly insufficient r.iund the edges.
"No, Mr. Smyjer, I haven't the flightSlow prolonged conking over the alco- ed objection to your smoking in my
hol stove is somewhat expeniive. Thpie Imuse; let me offer you a good cigar."
satiMt xceedingly
Old scout, you always pitch h good
tre, however, two
this <i fti- game of hall—except when I'm betting
r «ciory way η of ov«*ieonrog
β
:ulty; the fireless cooker which com on you."
do
the
cook
in
live
Outsomehurst
of
the
use
you,
"You
fuel,
ple'ec, without
a reog beguu on the stove, is one of them, Mr. Blubbins? Has that suburb
he «team cooker in which a complete spectable residence section?"
"You show good literary judgment,
'.inner may be prepared over one burner,
Mr. Lee; you're always stealing my
;he other.
Among the practical appliances, the stuff."
means of alcohol
"Won't you let your little boy come
fi*t iron heated bv
holds a high place. The heat can be to our Sunday School, Mrs. Jordie? It
a
regulated ae desired. It burns for can't make him auy worse, and lit may
The do him much good."
several hours without attention.
five
of
ron costs iu the neighbotbood
"Did yonr son graduate with honors?
dollar·.
"I should say he did. He had a batThe table coffee percolator, while not
Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry and Coflee Ice Cream
as the
ting average of .378."
of sucli extreme
Both

This Strong National Bank Established More Than Forty Years Ago is

Neponset Paroid Roofing;.

STANDARD
SEWING

Warm in Winter

MACHINES.
Send for

Cool in Summer

Costs Less Than Metal

Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER &
South Paris.

Wears

CO.,

Sold

Longer Than 5hingles.

by L S. Billings, South Paris.

